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I~TROD UC I NG

THE AUTHOR

H EN we asked Mr. Siegf r~ed to undertake this
book, his reply was the wish that W. A. Dwiggins
hadn 't so recently covered somewhat the same subject.
T o make it the more difficult, it happens that both
authors are fou nder members of The Society of Calligraphers and more closely related as kin to the wellknown Pii terschein family.
However, as Mr. Siegfried writes from the experience
of some years of typographic practice in New York
while his distinguished kinsman philosophized from his
more cloistered studio in Boston, the reader and student
may profitably dip deeply into both books. The present
volume properly functions as a first course in the subject, leading logically to the more sophisticated works
to which reference is made in the text. Such was the
author 's inte ntion, and we are thus happily and successfully relieved of a long-standing responsibility.

W

H. L. G.
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TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGN
JN ADVERTISING

The Printer's Function in Advertising
A DVERTISING, from the point of view of the
l"\.. printer, may be defined as pri nted matter of any
sort that is designed for the purpose of selling somethin~.
This is obviously not a complete definition of the term,
since it leaves out of consideration those forms wh:ch
depend upon other means than printing for the transmission of the advertising " message ''-as, for instance,
radio adver tising, motion .pictu re advertising, billboards,
elect ric signs, " sky-writing, " etc.-but it covers the
forms in which the printer is directly interested and
which he produces or helps to produce. Of these, the
most important are: (I) publication or space advertising,
exemplified by the display advertisements in newspapers,
magazines and other periodical publications; and (2)
direct advertising, known also as direct-mail or directby-mail advertising, which receives its name from the
fact that it is distri buted or sent through the mail by
the advertiser direct to the people he wishes to reach
and influence. Examples of direct advertising are bookJets, catalogues, circulars and broadsides. Car cards.
window and counter display material, posters, labels.
packages and containers, and some kinds of stationery
are other forms of printing that come under the head
of advertising, but with the exception a(_ labels and
stat ionery these are for the most part the product of a
comparatively small number of spec ialized shops and
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therefore of less general interest and importance than
tbe two classifications given. Tbey are more often
lithographed than printed.
The production of advertisi ng necessarily involves a
number of preparatory stages before the advertisement
or the piece of direct advertising, as the case m<iy be, is
ready to be put into print. Thus, copy must be written ,
photographs or drawings made, and the individual advertisements or pieces planned and laid out, before any
type can be set. In the case of the large national advertisers this preparatory work is usually handled by
advertising agencies or by the advertiser 's own advertising department, and may extend to the setting up of type
and the making of electrotypes or stereotype matrices,
the printer not figuring in the process until the presswork stage is reached. M uch newspaper and magazine
advertising is furnished in this ready-made form . Such
advertising is usually set by houses specializing in advertising composition, about which more will be said
later. If the advertising comes in , on the other hand,
in the form of copy and layout or of copy only, the
work of the printer will begin with composition or
layout.
So, too, direct advertising pieces such as booklets or
folders, when handled by an agency or advertising department, may come to the printer in the fo rm of finished
dummies or layouts, with type style, type sizes and stock
fully specified and engravings furni shed ready for insertion in the type forms. While most such pieces are
necessarily cut and dried jobs, a careful checking over
of the material will sometimes reveal to the printer
opportunities which the buyer has overlooked to reduce
the manufacturing cost, or perhaps, by a few simple
changes, to improve the appearance and general design
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of the piece and thereby increase its " pulling power."
An advertiser, for example, may have specified black
ink on white paper when a sepia tone on an ivory or india
stock will be much better suited to his illustrations and
general scheme and will give a far more pleasing effect.
The progressive printer will be constantly on the lookout
for such openings and will make use of the opportunities
they offer to cement his business relationships and to
help build up the buyer from an occasional "one time "
customer to the more profitable and satisfactory status
of a regular account. Results in the tangible form of
sales or inquiries are the final criterion of the effectiveness of any advertising, and he will find that the advertiser is usually receptive to suggestions which work toward this end, provided they are tactfully offered and
do not involve a disproportionate increase in the cost of
production.
The agency or the advertiser, again, may call in the
printer on a job which is still " in the rough " and may
ask him for suggestions or for dummies. Here, obviously, is a chance for the printer to show what he can
do in the way of creat ive work and to establish himself
on a firm and lasting footing with the customer. Wq.rk
of this nature is, in general, not placed on a price basis
(though price may enter into it ) but on the basis of the
printer 's ability to turn out a well designed and commercially effective piece of printing. If the printer, for
example, can take the material that has been assembled
and shape it up into a booklet or a series of folders
adapted to the particular sales purpose in hand , he
manifestly stands an excellent chance of securing this
and other similar work that the customer may place
from time to time, as well as much of the routine printing that such work often carries with it. He will also
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lift himself out of the class of " straight printers" in his
customer 's estimation and make himself known for his
ability to do good work rather than as a " price " printer .
Beyond this, there is the further class of advertising
work that is originated by the printer- work which he
and his staff create and produce in its entirety. Many of
the larger commercial printing plants of the country
today are mak ing a specialty of such work, handling th e
prepa ration of copy, photographs, drawings, etc., in addit ion to the actual printing of the job. Such plants
operate on virtually the same basis as the advertising
agencies as creators of advertising, though the province
of the adverti sing agency, as will be explained later, lies
in space advertising- that is, advertising in newspapers
and magazines-rather than direct advertising. These
pla nts are, in effect, producing and selling their printing
not as printing prima rily but as advertising- that is to
say, as a means of making or helping to increase sales.
Every business man is naturally interested in promoting the sale of his goods, product or services. There is
the furth er consideration , too, that in a great many lines
of industry today, productive capacity is in excess of
no,rmal consumption- that is to say, the industry can
produce more of its goods or product than the buying
public may be expected to use or to consume under
normal conditions. The chief problem in such industries
is no longer how to secure greater production, as was the
case fifteen or twenty years ago, but how to dispose of
as large a volume as possible of their goods. Selling, in
general, has superseded production as the central problem
of bu siness.
Obviously, then, if the printer can originate and present
in effect ive printed form an idea which will enable a concern to increase its sales or to reduce its selling costs
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(which in many instances are disproportionately high) ,
he is vi rtually certain of a hearing , and, if his idea be
approved and adopted, of a non-competitive and highly
profitable order. Such an order may be for a single
piece of printing only or for a series of pieces in the form
of a direct advertising campaign, possibly with space
advertising included. In creating and selling pri nting nn
this basis, the printer departs to a large extent from his
function as manufacturer (manufacture, of course, still
remaining the final stage in production) and becomes a
producer of advertising, thereby taking himself entirely
out of the price competition class. While there are as
yet relatively few printers who may be said to have
done this success full y, it represen ts a trend of increasing
importance among commercial printing plants.
The production of advertising, then, in this larger
sense, involves much more on the printer's part than
manufacturing facilities and knowledge of the technique
of printing, important as both of these are in the productive process. Salesmaking ideas that will prove
acceptable to the buyer are not, as a rule , the result of
sporadic insp:ration but of carefu l study and analysis
of the buyer's needs and selling problems. T he printer
who aims to speciali ze in advertising will thus seek to
familiarize himself with sales and advertising methods
as well as with printing ; he will follow the advertising
trade journals for suggestions, ideas and sales experiences
of other concerns in related lines that he can apply to
the businesses of his customers and prospects ; he will
keep in constant touch with the latest developments in
marketing, and will in general equip himself to render
competent advice and service to his customers. His
function , in other words, will be that of a sales and advertisi ng counsellor rather than that of a printer only.
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So, too, on the technical side, the production of advertising will involve many functions which, properly speaking, are outside the range of printing. It may include
any or all of the processes that enter into the creation,
manufacture and distribution of advertising matter, from
the preparation of copy and art work to the addressing
and mailing of the finished product. Thus, many of the
larger commercial printing houses have their own copy
and layout departments, sometimes grouped together
under the title of "service" department; they employ
their own staff of artists and retouchers; and they may
have their own designers, photographers, "merchandising men " and other specialists--all these in addition to
composing room, pressroom, bindery and other technical
facilities.
Side by side with this tendency toward the concentra~
tion of functions in a single plant there should be mentioned a counter~tendency toward specialization in certain
phases of advertising production. This has been chiefly
manifested in the development of the so-called "adsetting'' houses or advertising typographers, mentioned
above, whose work consists entirely of putting advertise~
ments into type. These concerns may be said to be the
result of two factors: first , the necessity on the part of
advertising agencies and advertising departments of
securing quicker typesetting service than the general
printer is ordinarily equipped to give; and, second, the
uncertainty of the quality of layout and typography to
be had from the newspapers and magazines when left
entirely to their own devices. The advertising composi~
lion houses also usually carry a wider range and variety
of faces than is obtainable from the average publication
or commercial printing plant.
The typographic design of advertising has become of
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such importance in its effect upon advertising returns that
most agencies and advertisers prefer to keep it under
their own control, and so employ these "ad-setting"
houses under the supervision of their own production
departments, the resulting material being furnished to the
magazines and newspapers in electrotype or stereotype
matrix form as previously indicated. This particular
phase of advertising production has become of such
volume and profit in recent years that many " regular "
printing houses have equipped themselves to furnish an
<~ad-setting " service to customers who may require it.
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II
How Advertising Is Used
EFORE attempting to design advertising, it is imB
portant that the student shou ld have some conception of how the various forms are used in ordinary practice , the purposes each is intended to serve, and its place
in the advertiser's general scheme of things. These points
will be brietly covered in the following section. In this
connection it is to be OOrne in mind that all advertising is planned with the general objective of making
or increasing sales . Publication advertising, direct advertising, and all other forms of advertising, both printed
and otherwise, are not to be thought of as ends in themselves-as the production of a fine book, for example,
may be thought of as an end in itself- but as means to
t his primary end of selling. The advertiser who knows
his business will thus not shape his sales plans to fit any
given kind or form of advertising but will shape his advertising to fit the particular sales purpose in hand,
choosing those forms which in his judgment will enable
him to accomplish that purpose most effectively and
economically.
The student who plans to go into advertising work
may make his contact with advertising in an agency, an
advertising typography house, an advertising department ,
or a printing establishment. J n the first two cases, his
concern as layout man and typographer will be chiefly
with publication or space advert ising. Advertising
agencies as a class derive the greater part of their incomes
from the commissions they receive on the advertising
placed with newspapers and magazines, and so are
naturally most interested in publication advertising . The
14
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setting of publica tion advert ising also constitutes most
of the business of the advertising composition houses,
which usually work directly with the agency or the advertiser. The production of direct advertising by an
agency, except in the case of agencies having their own
printing departments, is generally handled on the basis
of a " service charge " to the customer, which charge
must necessarily be added to the profit o f the printer
who does the work . For this and other reasons many
agenc ies prefer to leave the production of direct adver tising entirely in the hands of the printer.
The printer, on the other hand, by reason of manufacturing and other conditions, is naturally most interested
in direct adveitising. (The term " direct, " it may be
said in passi ng, is preferred by most printers to 'ldirectmaiP or " direct-by-mail ," since the latter have come to
be associated more with the production o f " form" letters than with print ing.) He is not , as a rule, in a position to place publication advert ising or to receive commissions on it, though some printers set such advertising
and supply electrotypes or stereotype matrices of it to
publications as a part of thei r service to customers. Such
work , not being covered by commissions, is usually
handled on a ucost plus'' basis.
In the case of a n advert ising departme nt , the work of
the layout man may involve either publication or direct
advertising or both, as well as many other for ms, both
printed and non-printed.
Tn this and the following sec tions, therefore, we shall
consider advertising on the basis of this division into
publication and direct fo rms, beginning fo r reasons of
convenience wit h the former.
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PUBLICATION ADVERTISING
(a) Newspapers
Publication advertising, as has already been indicated,
comes chiefly under the general heads of (a) newspaper
advertising, and (b) magazine advertising, with trade
and technical paper advertising constituting an important
subdivision of the latter. The advertiser may employ
any one of these in any given instance, or he may use
the three together and may supplement them with direct,
outdoor, radio and other advertising, according to the
selling purpose involved, the nature of his product, and
the size of his appropriation. The classifications given ,
therefore, are not to be understood as mUtually exclusive.
Newspaper advertising, in general, is a " blanket"
method of reaching the people of the community in
which the paper circulates. " Everybody " reads the
newspapers, and newspapers are thus a logical medium
for products of general appeal and extended sale. Newspaper advertising as a rule does not and is not intended
to make sales direct ; that is to say, it does not of itself
sell goods in the sense that a mail order catalogue sells
goods. Its purpose is, rather, to interest the prospective
buyer in the goods the house has for sale, to induce him
(or her) to come into the store and see those goods or to
write and ask for "fu rther information," to call attention
to some particular selling feature of a product or to the
service offered in connection with the product, to 11 sell"
the name, prestige, high standing and reputation of the
firm , etc. Its function in the selling process is thus to
lead up to a sale, to start the propect thinking along
li nes wh ich will eventually culminate in a sale, the sale
itself being made (or 11 closed," to use the technical term)
by a salesman of the house.
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A local advertiser, such as a retail store, will obviously use the newspapers of his own community only,
since his business is derived entirely, or practica1ly so,
from the people of that community. The national advertiser, on the other hand, whose products are distributed
throughout the country, may run the same advertisement
or the same advertising campaign simultaneously in a
chain of newspapers extending from coast to coast, taking space in one or more papers in each of the principal
cities and in smaller towns as well. An automobile
manufacturer announcing a new model may be cited as
a case in point. Many national advertisers also make a
practice of furnishing their dealers, whose own facilities
for advertising are limited, with electrotypes or stereotype
matrices of advertisements for insertion in local newspapers, the dealer simply adding his name and address
to the prepared copy. Such advertisements are supplied
either free or at cost, and are known as "dealer helps."
In this connection the student will do well to go
through an issue of his own local newspaper, analyzing
and classifying the advertisements with reference to the
selling purposes involved and noting how the advertiser
in each case has made use of his space.
(b) Magazin es

While the larger metropolitan dailies may have a
limited number of readers outside their own communities, no ne~spaper in this country has a national circulation in the true sense of the word. A New York newspaper, for example, is not read to any considerable extent
in Dallas or San Francisco or Omaha , nor do its advertisers expect to influence the people of those cities to buy
their goods. Many of the present-day magazines, however, do circulate nationally and are on sale at news
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stands throughout the country . These magazines, while
they obviously cannot give the same intensive coverage
as the newspapers in any given locality, offer the advertiser a broad general coverage of the country which no
single newspaper can give him .
In addition to magazines of large general ci rculation ,
there are magazines of more limited . circulation which
make their appeal definitely to specific groups or classes
of people-as, for instance, women's magazines, fashion
magazines, " litera ry" magazines, magazines representing
special interests such as the National Geographic or the
Scientific American, children 's magazines, news wetklies,
etc. Such magazines represent a more selective type of
advertising than do the general magazines or the newspapers, and while they may not be able to give the
advertiser so large a total ci rcu lation, may offer him a
more concentrated circulation and hence a larger proportion of prospective buyers than either of the other two
media. So, too, in special instances, a magazine may
include in its circulation enough people in a given center
such as a large city to make it worth while for a local
advertiser in that city to use it as a medium, or it may
include enough people of a given occupation or profession--doctors, for instance- to justify its use for advertising which otherwise wou ld logically be run in trade or
technical papers.
One of the funct ions of the adverti!>ing ag~ ncy in th e
case of a n advertiser whose product is adapted to magazine advertising is to select those magazines as media
which will reach the greatest number of prospective
buyers at the least expense and so insure a maximum
return from the advertising . l\hnufacturers of expensive
lu xury products, for instance (to cit e an ext reme case) ,
will obviously not find it profitable or a d vanta~eou s to
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advertise to people who have neither the money nor the
inclination to buy those products.
Magazine advertising, while often used fo r general
advertising in much the same ways as the newspapers,
is also employed to some extent for direct selling and to a
very considerable extent for sampli ng. Look through the
pages of one of the nationally circulated women's magazines, for instance, and you will find the " trial order " and
" Send 10 cents for sample" types of advertising-usually
with a coupon as part of the adve rtisement--equalling
if not exceeding in number those which depend upon a
straight " Buy it and try it " appeal. Booklet and catalogue offers via the coupon are also common. The
coupon may, in fact, be said to be a characteristic feature
of magazine advertising. It will, of course, be fo und
occasionally in newspaper advertisements, but the more
logical and effective· place for it is in the magazines,
which are usually read more at leisure and kept in the
home for a longer t ime.
(c) Trade and Technical Papers
Trade and technical papers represent a still more selective and specialized form of advert ising than the " class''
magazines. These papers, as the name implies, are
published in the interests of a specific trade, occupat ion
or profession, and their circu lation is definitely limited to
those groups. Thus, in our own fie ld, we have Th e
American Printer, The lnlmzd Printer and other papers, both monthlies and weeklies, which ci rculate
only among those concerned with printing and its all ied
interests. All these are logical media for manufactu rers
of printing machinery, paper and other products which
are bought and used by printers. I n the same way,
medicine, engi neering, transpo rtation , public lllilities,
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the law, and practically all other fields of industrial, busi·
ness and professional activity have each their own publication or group of publications, devoted to their own
special interests.
While many trade paper advertisers are content to
use their space merely to keep their names before the
trade or for purposes of general publicity within the
limi ts of their field, the more progressive advertisers
make it a distinctive part of their campaigns. In the
case of a manufacturer of machinery, for example, whose
product may represent an investment on the buyer 's
part of several thousand dollars, the buyer is obviously
going to want to know a great deal about that machine,
how it works, and its merits as compared with similar
machines of other makes, before he will sign a purchase
order. The manufacturer, therefore, may use his trade
paper advertising to feature successive llselling points" of
the machine; he may devote his advertising to specific
instances of how it is being successfully used or to
lltestimonials" from purchasers; or he may center his
advertising upon the offer of a booklet or catalogue
Which will give the prospective customer the facts he
will naturally want to know in a compact and accessible
form that can be fi led for reference.
Trade paper advertising may also be used in conjunction with other space advertising. Thus a manufacturer
of a food product may advertise to the general pub1ic
who will buy his product through the newspapers and
magazines and to the grocers who will stock and sell
that product through the grocery trade papers.

n;rect Advertising
Direct advertising may be employed to follow up and
otherwise supplement publication advertising, as in the
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case of the booklet and catalogue offers mentioned above,
or it may be employed entirely independently of any
other advertising. It differs from publication advertising
in two basic respects: {1) it utilizes individual printed
pieces, devoted exclusively to the advertiser's own selling "story," as the advertising medium; and (2) it is
sent only to those people whom the advertiser himself
may select. Against the non-competitive nature of its
content, however, must be set the fact that there is nothing to prevent printed pieces from half a dozen competing concerns reaching the recipient in the same mail, not
to mention other pieces which may come to him from
non-competitive sources.
Where publication advertising is "broadcast" to subscribers and to those who buy the publication on the news
stands, direct advertising involves the use of a mail list
made up of past, present and potential customers, the
potential customers being generally referred to as "prospects." Such lists--as, for example, 1ists of automobile
owners in a given state-may in some instances be
bought from concerns which make a business of compiling them, or they may be compiled by the advertiser
himself from his list of active accounts and from various
other sources. Most concerns using coupons in their
publication advertising make a practice of adding the
names of those who send in the coupons to their mail
1ists.
In tbe case of mail order houses and other large users
of direct advertising, the mail list may run to several
hundred thousand names. To save time in addressing
and mailing, these are usually cut on stencils so that they
can be stamped on wrappers or envelopes (and also on
the cards which constitute the advertiser's permanent
record) by addressing machines. The larger lists may be
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elaborately classified. Thus, a manufacturer of printing
equipment ( to take a case again from our own field) may
have a list of some forty or fifty thousand names of printing concerns and individuals in printing concerns, with
classification marks, tabs or differently colored cards
showing the nature of the plant (book, job, commercial,
newspaper, newspaper with job department, etc.) , the
size and equipment of the plant (number of cylinder
presses, job presses, composing machines, etc.), or the
position and tit1e of the individuals (president, superintendent, layout man, foreman of the composing room,
etc.). A good mail list is a valuable asset to any advertiser, and most advertisers go to considerable pains to
keep their lists up to date, checking up periodically on
names and addresses, adding new names, and removing
the "deadwood. "
Like publication advertising, direct advertising has its
characteristic advantages and limitations. It is not, for
instance, suited to " mass" advertising purposes under
ordinary conditions, though employed by some mail
order houses on a scale which might entitle it to such a
designation on the score or volume. Also, its distribution involves (with certain exceptions) the cost of
addressing, mailing and postage, all or which are included
as general and therefore " invisible" charges in the case
of a publication. On the other hand, being entirely
independent of publication dates, it is extremely flexible ;
it need not be prepared several weeks in advance to meet
a publication schedule; it can be prepared and distributed in a comparati vely short period, thus embodying the
very valuable element of timeliness; and it enables the
advertiser to get his advertising material into the hands
of his customers and prospects without his competitors'
immediately being aware that he is doing so--a point
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which is sometimes· of considerable importance ~ a matter of sales strategy. Also, when it reaches the recipient,
it has hi s or her undivided attention, without distraction
from competitors, during the time he or she may spend
in reading it.
Of its use for direct selling, the mai l order catalogue
is, of course, the classic instance. These catalogues,
which may be found in homes all over lhe United States
and Canada, oft en constitute the only contact between
the firm and its customers, who order direct ly from the
catalogue without the interposition of any personal salesmanship . Direct advertising is also used by many manufacturers to reach jobbers, wholesalers, retailers, dealers
and other distributors handling their goods, often being
sent out in advance of a salesman's call with the purpose
of acquainting the recipient with the basic facts about
the goods and so enabling the salesman to devote his
time to "closing" the order. Because of its flexibility ,
it can be " keyed in " with the work of salesmen in a
way that is not ordinarily possible with publication
advertising.
With most of the forms of direct advertising--catalogues, booklets, folders, circulars, etc.- the reader wi11
be familiar from personal contact. These may be used
by the advertiser in an almost endless variety of combinations, depending upon the selling purpose he wishes
to accomplish. They will be discussed in detai1 in
Part IV.

Position Advertising
" Position " advertising, represented by car cards,
posters, window and counter displays (and by billboards
and electric signs among non-printed media), may be
mentioned here as a third important division of adver-
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tising. It is used as "general" advertising for both
nationally and locally distributed products. While running to formidable volume, it is of less direct interest to
printers than either of the other two groups, this for
reasons that have already been indicated. It will be
considered very briefly in Part V.

MODERN TYPOGRAPHIC AXIOMS
BY LUCIA N BERNHARD
( From TIM

Li,.Diyp~

Maratillt)

Books have been for nearly fiVe centuries the only object of
the art of typography. Based on the highly developed handwritte n Gothic book, the fmt product of printers' ink showed
great artistic perfection. And so little improvement has been
made on the art of the old master printers that their canon of
beauty still holds good-for books.
Howeve r-wh ile all the rules of t raditional typography arc
de rived exclusively from the masters of the book , most printers
of today a re engaged in very different work : newspapers, maga.
zincs, adve rtising pamphlets-in short, commercial printing.
T he purpose has changed. The book is designed for readers
with leisure and a receptive mood; commercial printing has to
reach its public regardless of time and mood. It has to attract
the eye by force to drive its message home.
The growing flood of printing fighting for attention demand.s
stronger means. You may whisper on a violi n-if you do it well .
yo u make people stop and listen. Yo u may thunder on an organ
and people will rally about you-but it must be music. to get the
results.
A new tunc you have to play, a new rh yt hm to find . New
rules must complement the old. As t he automobile has found its
own specific beauty, so will commercial typography fmd its own
expression-quite different from the art of the book, though
many mistakes may still be necessa ry before the goal is reached.
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III
The Design of Pu blication Advertising
UBLICATION or space advertising, as we have seen,
falls into two main divisions: (l) newspaper advertising, and (2) magazine advertising, the latter including
advert ising in trade and technical papers and other
periodicals. While the general problems of design in these
two f1elds are substantially the same, each presents certain conditions, mechanical and otherwise, which affect
the choice and use of material and which must be recognized and met by the designer in planning his work .
Let us examine these conditions first as they apply to
newspaper advertising.
I. Printing conditions. Newspapers, with certain unimportant exceptions,• are printed on newsprint, usually
from stereotypes, under circumstances which make speed
the first essential in production. Translated into typographic terms, this means that we have to deal with a
stock of the poorest quality and printing surface, with
a process of reproduction which entails more or less
thickening up of both type and engravings, and with
press conditions which make anything in the way of
makeready or careful printing an impossibility. These
are conditions which cannot be changed, and we must
therefore reckon with them in planning our layouts.
Thus, we will use line engravings where possible rather
than halftones, not for resthetic reasons (though a line
engraving has a typographic quality wh ich a halftone
has not) but because, in the majority of instances, they
will give a better printed result. (Halftones for news-

P

·w~kly newspapers in the • mallt-r t nwn$. for in ~tance . are <lften printed
dire<:! from type on a stock that is special!)· fini:;hed to take haHton es.
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paper reproduction , as the reader doubtless knows, must
be made with a coarse screen- usually 65· or 85-lineif they are not to fi ll up and blur in printing hence,
unless they can be made in a relatively large size, a certain amount of detail and tone value is inevitably lost in
the reproduction.) We will ask our artist to render his
drawings in a style that will reproduce and print with
reasonable clearness, maintaining the effect of his originals. Where tonal effeCts are required in a drawing, we
will call in the aid of Ben Day, selecting tints or stipples
that will print on the stock . We will avoid any type
face that tends to fill up in printing, and will limit so far
as possible the use of sizes under 10 point, especially of
italic, since these are almost sure to become illegible.
Newspaper publishers, it should be said, particularly
those of the larger metropolitan dailies, have given this
matter of printing conditions an increasing amount of
attention in recent years, and have materially improved
the standard of typography and presswork. [n general,
however, the student will find it sa fest to stick to the suggestions given.
One further point should be mentioned in this connection. The type equipment of many newspapers is a
rather haphazard collection of faces and sizes, accumulated through the years not on any systematic basis but
by a sort of process of accretion. lf the layout man is
working with the newspaper's own types, therefore, he
will have to pick and choose as best he can from the
assortment available. In general, the standard faces
that offer the widest range of sizes are to be favored.
" Outside" composition such as that furnished by the
"ad-setting'' houses will give him a broader scope, but
even here stock and printing will figure in his type
selection .
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2. Competitive conditions. A newspaper advertise·
ment, unless it have the whole page to itself, will be
wholly or partly surrounded by other advertisements of
all sorts, shapes, sizes and degrees of blackness, each one
of which is competing with it for notice. There will be
reading matter, besides, to claim the attention of the
reader. The layout man, therefore, should think of his
advertisement not as something that will be seen by
itself but as someth ing that must make itself seen and
get itself read in the midst of, and in spite of, these dis·
tractions. He should judge its effectiveness not by how
it looks to him on the proof sheet but by how it is going
to look and function when thrust any old how into the
middle of the newspaper page.
A full·page or a seven·column advertisement will ob·
viously have only its neighbors on the facing page to con·
tend with; hence the matter of competition here is less
important than with smaller sizes. It must, however,
"look interesting" or it will in all likelihood be sk ipped.
It cannot depend on size alone to get a reading.
With the intermediate sizes down to two·column, competition may be partially dealt with through defensive
measures. Thus, the experienced newspaper advertiser
will allow ample areas of white space around his text or
between his border and his text in order to isolate his
advertisement and make it stand out on the page. Com·
parison of such advertisements with those where the space
is crammed full of text and pictures will prove the greater
attraction value of the former. He will also see that the
space the advertisement is to occupy is clearly defined
either by a border or by placing the elements so that they
will " touch the four sides " (as di scussed later on under
magazine advertising), knowing that otherwise the make·
up man will probably ~< shove the thing in " wherever it
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will fit and thereby ruin any calculated marginal effect.

With single-column advertisements (except those running the full depth of the page) and to a less extent
with double-column, the chief competition comes from
above and below. Such advertisements, unless so
planned as to guard against it, have a way of coming
apart, visually speaking, and joining themselves or parts
of themselves to their vertical neighbors so that the eye
cannot readily distinguish where one ends and another
begins. Here the element of unity is of great importance.
Strong bands at head and foot, if possible with motion
into the advertisement, and avoidance of pronounced
breaks in the body matter are among the methods of
meeting this problem.
3. Read;ng conditions. Still another point to be kept
in mind by the designer is that a newspaper is usually
read in more or less haste and is almost never re-read.
This means that he must make the best of what will
probably be his one and only chance for attention. He
must score on his first shot or not at all.
It will be evident from the foregoing that in planning
a newspaper layout we shall be working with a double
objective in mind. We want the advertisement to be
seen, and we want it to be read. Our first problem, then,
will be to get attention-to make the advertisement conspicuous, if we may borrow the term from Mr. Dwiggins* ; our second, to make it legible-that is to say,
easy to read. If it accomplishes this two-fold purpose,
the layout man has done his full share in the selling
process.

Let us see now how these same conditions apply to
magazine advertising.
• W. A. Dwiggins : " Layout in Ad•·ertising"
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Here, obviously, the designer
will be far Jess restricted than with newspapers. He wi11,
in the first place, have a smooth-surfaced stock to work
with ; he will have presswork that ranges all the way from
passable to first rate; and his printing will be done either
I. Printing condit;ons .

r~"""""""**:X)"==""-.
For the Sake of Your
Hot-Weather Well-being
St,ying on the job in NewYorlt
is no hdrdship, with this restful
suburbd n hotel just 18 minutes
from Penn· Stdtion Rdtc.s no
higher thdn city hotels.

RttifrtNJJ ftirtl7 .81pnmontla.

ittb! 4h rb t ns 31nn
U1V GAJtOENS, L. I.
T#lt/lllt-lf>fii.,...W H ill JHJ

FIG. 1

The braces at top and bottom serve to protect this single-column
advertisement against vertical competition and help to direct
attention to the text.

from electrotypes, which give a better quality of reproduction than stereotypes, or ( in magazines of limited
circulation) direct from type.
The stocks used in magazines (and in trade and technical papers) range in quality from a machine fini sh or
an s. and s. c. to a No. 2 or even a No. 1 coated,
depending on the general character of the publications.
Even the magazines which print their editorial pages on
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antique paper now generally use a smooth-surfaced stock
for their advertising sections. The problem of printing
conditions thus vi rtually boils down to such points as
choosing the halftone screen that is right for the stock
(from 100- to !50-line is the usual range), picking a
type that will give good "color, " and Jimiting the use of
vignettes and the like according to the stock and the
quality of presswork available-which can easily be
ascertained from a copy of the publication. The type
equipment of most magazine printing houses (excluding
the cheaper "pulp paper " variety) will be found adequate
for the majority of advertising purposes.
"Touch;ng the four sides." Most of the larger magazine publishing houses require that every advertisement
shall ' jtouch the four sides" of the space it occupies-that
is, that its extreme dimensions from top to bottom and
from left to right shall be the same as those of the space.
When the advertisement has a border, this requirement
is, of course, taken care of automatically, the border
defining the edges of the space. 1\<Iost advertising layout
men, however, especially with fu ll-page advertisements,
prefer not to use a border, allowing the margins of the
page to serve as a frame instead, since this permits as a
rule of freer and more varied and interesting use of the
space. In such cases the requirement is met by so
arranging the various elements-headings, illustrations,
text, trademark, signature and possibly decorationthat the top, sides and bottom of the space are each
touched at least once. They need not be touched more
than once. Study of the advertising pages of any betterclass periodical will show numerous examples of how this
has been done.
The purpose of the "four sides" requirement is to
avoid any misposit ioning of the advertisement such as
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f'!G. 1

The top of the illust rat ion, the loop of the L, the terminal c,
and the words '·Wedding Papers" establish the four sides of this
full -page magazine ad\"ertisement. No te that to1> and sides arc
each touched at only one I>Oinl.
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might easily occur if the four sides were not so defined.
While not insisted upon, it is an excellent principle to
follow in newspaper advertising also.
2. Competitive conditions. Where an advertisement
in the newspapers receives its chief competition from
surrounding advertisements, in the magazines its competition (except with the small~r sizes) is chiefly from
preceding and following advertisements. Presentation is,
so to speak, successive rather than simultaneous, being
spread out over a greater number of pages and over pages
that are smaller in size. The problem with the magazine
advertisement, therefore-again excepting the smaller
sizes, which, when grouped together, must necessarily
compete on very much the same terms as in the newspapers-is not so much to " flag" the reader from amidst
a welter of surrounding matter but to interest and attract
him as he leafs through the pages so that he will stop
long enough to " find out what it is all about."
There will be competition from the facing page, of
course, unless the advertisement is a double-page spread ;
but since this is pretty well kept to itself by the gutter
margin, it can be virtually disregarded as a factor in
design. Whether the advertisement is to appear on a
left or a right hand page is a point to be considered.
This is important in connection with the " motion " of the
advertisement (to be discussed later) and also if a coupon
is used, since the coupon should be placed to come at the
outer corner or side of the page where it can be most
easily cut off or torn out. The binding edge of the
page is still another point, since with a side-stitched publication (and with saddle stitching too if the number of
pages is large) there wiU be an area where reading will
be difficult if the type is carried too dose to the binding
edge. There is the possibility also, if the stock of the
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publication is light , that the advert isement or reading
matter on the back of the page will show through, thereby
interfering with the effective use of white space.
In the main, however, the layout man is fa r freer than
in the newspaper. If he is dealing with a fu ll page, he
can think of it practically as a thing by itself and develop
his plan accordingly. With the smaller sizes his problem
is mainly one of unity--o f making his advertisement a
distinct whole thaf will hang together regardless of reading matter or compet itive surroundings-and of giving it
as much individuality in the setting as the space and his
own inventiveness permit.
3. Reading conditions . Magazines, as we have seen
(a nd th is applies also to trade and technical papers), are
read in more leisurely fashion than newspapers, and are
far more likely to be re-read or at least glanced through
a second time . Where the active li fe of a newspaper is
at most a day, a magazine may be kept on the library
table for as long as a month. Immediacy of effect,
therefore, while always desirable from the advertiser's
poi nt of view, is not the imperative thing that it is in
newspaper advertising. There is less need for "conspicuousness" and more for interesting design, individuali ty
and general attractiveness.
H ere again , then, we have the same two general objectives of attention and legibility, presented from a
different mechanical and competitive angle but fundamentally the same as in newspaper advertising. Our
advertisement must gain the reader 's notice, must attract,
please and interest the eye, and it must be easy to read.
With these objectives establ ished for publication advertising in general, let us sit down for a moment at the layout man 's desk and get at the matter from another angle.
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"Layout"
The term '~ l ayout " is so loosely used in advertising
that it will be convenient here to explain just what we
mean by it. In ordi nary parlance it may refer to almost
anything in the nature of a graphic plan, from the first
crude attempt to get an idea down on paper in visual
form or to block out the general scheme of an advertisement to the carefully finished (/comprehensive layouts" in
full color that are submitted by an agency to its clients
for fina l a pproval. These last are usually prepared under
the supervision of the agency 's art director and serve as
the ground work of the whole campaign, the artist, copy
writer and typographer shaping their work to fit the
layouts.
In this lx>ok we shall think of layout more in the typographic sense as a working plan of an advertisement prepared primarily for the guidance of whoever is to put the
job into type. The process of layout covers the preparation of such a plan. A layout ( in ou r sense of the word)
shows the general arrangement of the advertisementposition of engravings, headings, etc.- and specifies fully
the faces, sizes and measures of type to be used, together
with any other necessary technical data. It is intended
for practical rather than artistic purposes, though if the
layout man has any ab ility at lettering, he will probably
indicate the style and general character of the type or
lettering to be used in the headings and other display
lines and the relative wei ght of the text matter.
In preparing such layouts, the layout man may -work
from a "comprehensive layout" which the customer has
previously 0. K .'d. tracing the spaces allowed for type
and engravings and " marki ng copy 11 for face, size, width ,
etc., or he may be given the :' raw material" of the ad-
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vertisement in the form of copy and photographs or drawings, with or without a preliminary rough sketch , to put
together into layout form for the printer. In the first
case he functions as typographer only ; in the second he
will be concerned with arrangement and typography
both. I t is with these two types of layout that the student will have most to do, for the first few yea rs at any
rate ; hence our discussion, while it will touch upon the
problems of layout in the larger sense, will be based primarily upon this conception of the term and of the layout
man 's work.
It should be added that many of the points discussed
in connection with space advertising in this section will
necessarily apply also to the layout of direct advertising.
Analysis of Copy

Assuming, then, that copy and illustrations are in
hand, the size of space and choice of media determined,
and our objectives and general conditions established as
we have outlined them: how does the layout man go to
work?
First of all, obviously, by carefully analyzing his material-studying his copy and illustrations, seeing what he
has to work with, getting clearly in mind the purpose uf
the advertisement and the thought it is intended to convey.
He will want to have a definite conception of the sequence
of the thought, the order in which it should logically be
presented to the reader. With the conte nt and purpose
fully grasped, he will naturally ask himself what feature
should dominate-which particular element should be
made the focal center and given chief emphasis-for in
every advertisement there should be such a center of
interest. Ordinarily this will be either the heading or
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the illustration. If the illustration is one that ute11s the
story, " if it is the thing that will be of most interest to the
reader and most likely to attract his attention , it" will naturally be played up. If, on the other hand, the heading is
the vital element, if it " puts the idea across'' in a quick
and interesting way, then the heading will be given first
place. (Most advertising men, it may be said, think primarily in terms of pictures, but there are times when a
couple of lines of 48 point type are much more to the
point.) Sometimes heading and illustration are so closely
related that they will want to be considered as one and

handled as a single element. There may be other elements,
too, that will call for emphasis-the name of the product,
the trademark, the price, the signature of the concern. All
this will depend upon the purpose of the advertisement,
and will involve consideration of such points as the nature of the product, how it is used, the class of people
who will use it, whether it is sold on a price or a quality
basis, whether it has a general or a limited appeal, etc.
Jewelry or silk lingerie, for instance, will obviously call
for different handling than coal scuttles or a loaf of
bread or a piece of farm machinery.
These questions and others like them will be in the
layout man 's mind as he goes over his material , and
on the way he answers them will largely depend his
conception of how that material should be put into print.
For those answers he will have to rely in the main on his
own good judgment and common sense-aided, of course,
by the experience he will gain from actual practice and
the guidance to be had from his superiors. Analysis of
copy is not a matter of set rules or principles but of
clear thinking-getting in mind the logical sequence of
the thought , the point or points to be emphasized, and
the relative amount of emphasis to be given to each. Tn
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general he will aim fo r simplicity and directness of treat·
ment, eliminating non-essentials and keeping his elements
down to a few large carefully related masses to avoid a
scattered or cluttered effect.
His natural starting point in most instances, as has
been indicated, will be his heading and illustration or
illustrations. These, with the possible addition of the
trademark, the name of the product, and in some cases
the price, will be his display elements, the elements he
will chiefly depend upon to catch the eye and gain atten·
tion. In many cases his illustrations will be furnished
him ready·made in the form of finished engravings, with
the element of size predetermined, so that he will naturally "work to" these in his planning, placing them in
effective position in the space and building the adver·
tisement around them. If, on the other hand, he has
drawings or photographs to work with, the sizing of the
illustrations wiJI be a further factor in the problem.
In the case of the trained designer, this initial study
of copy and ill ustrations will often of itself suggest an
appropriate style or method of treatment. Thus, some
characteristic of the product or of the material itselfthe shape or " motion " of the picture, for instance, or the
break of heading or text-may indicate a general line of
procedure. The designer will be on the lookout for such
starting points and will be quick to take advantage of
them, allowing his material to shape the development of
his plan rather than trying to force it to fit some pre·
conceived arrangement.
If no such natural starting point presents itself, he
will be under the necessity of " feelin g round " a bit , of
trying heading, illustration and other display elements in
various positions and arrangements, experimenting and
rejecting as he goes along, until he hits upon what seems
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to him to be the right solution. He may work out several
such solutions, for there is rarely any one "best " way of
handling a given set of conditions. There are no set
methods here that the student can follow : he will have
to experiment, to work the thing out for himself on the
good old " trial and error " basis.
For such experimental work, which is really a matter
of fitting the parts together, he will find he can save both
time and labor if he will learn to employ the " thumbnail sketch " method , making rough layouts in miniature
of different arrangements as they occur to him before he
attempts to develop his design full size .
In these
sketches (which need be only of the roughest) he can
" play with " his various elements, shifting them about at
will until he works out the " right " arrangement. The
space used for such work should, of course , be proportionate in size to the fini shed advertisement-say 3 x 4
inches for a 9 x 12 page--and the elements kept in scale .
It should be added that these thumbnail layouts
sometimes fail to work out when developed full size,
just as what seem to be admirable layouts when viewed
in the pencil and paper stage sometimes fail to work out
when transmuted into engravings and type. With practice,
however, he will find them a quick and convenient method
of determining the handling of his masses (the development of details being left to the full-sized layout) and
judging the relative merits of alternative arrangements.
Needless to say, such small-scale "roughs" should not be
shown to the advertiser or to any one else not capable of
visualizing from them the intention and plan behind the
suggested layout. •
"An in~reo;ting ~rrid of ~uc h Ul)l'rimrntal miniature layouts showing eight
tntirdy different arrangement~ of the !.arne material i! given on pagd 18 and
19 of Fra nk H . \'oung's " Ad•·~rti.~i ng Layout" (soe Bibliography).
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lllustral.ions
\\'hile the layout man as a rule has little to do with
the planning and making of illustrations, it will be advis·
able here to include a brief discussion of the subject,
since the pictures will frequently determine the arrange·
ment and general character of the whole advertisement.
In the case of an advertisement containing a single
illustration, if the illustration is one which analysis of
cop}r indicates should be the dominating feature, the
logical position for it will usually be at or near the top of
the space, with the heading in close juxtaposition. In an
advertisement as in a page, there is an "optical center"
where the eye naturally strikes first , and while this may
sometimes be disregarded in the interest of unusual or
striking arrangement, it should be kept in mind as a
natural focal point. T he optical center is more important
in large advertisements, especially full-page advertisements in magaiines, than in the smaller sizes.
lf, on the other hand, the illustration is of secondary
importance, if it is of an explanatory or decorative character, for instance , or is incidental to the text, it will be
made subordinate to the heading and placed accordingly ,
possibly "skied" or off to one side at the top, possibly
lower down in the space, possibly at the bottom , possibly
in the body of the text with the type matter running
around it- this last, of course, if the space aitd the break
of the text permit. An incidental illustration may be
posit ioned in almost any way that will make for interesting arrangement.
It goes without saying that where the illustration is
large, occupying two-thirds or more of the space, the
type matter wi ll be more or less incidental, though it
should be planned to harmonize in tone or texture with
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the picture. The picture will , in such cases, be the ad~
vertisement. So, too, an illustration of irregular shapea silhouette halftone, say, or a Hcut-out"-will often determine the placing of the display matter and the general
arrangement of the text.
For reasons of unity and motion (the latter to be discussed later), an illustration shou ld face into the text,
not out of it. Thus, a profile facing to the right should
normally be placed at the left , and vice versa.
Where more than one illustration is used , the problem
of arrangement becomes somewhat more complicated.
There may be one main and several subordinate illustrations, or there may be two, three , four, or half a dozen
illustrations of equal importance. In the first case, the
main illustration will naturally be given the center of the
stage and the smaller ones placed up and down the sides
of the advertisement or included in the text as the nature
of the pictures and their relationship to the copy may
dictate . Smaller ill ustra tions frequently serve a useful
purpose in breaking up large type areas which otherwise
might appear monotonous and uninviting. Sometimes,
too, there is a chance to overlap the large and one or
more of the small illustrations, thereby reducing the
number of separate elements and gaining accordingly in
unity and simplicity of construction. The main illus tra~
tion should, as a rule, be sufficiently larger than the
others to constitute a distinct focal point; otherwise
several such points result, confusing the eye and weakening the general effect.
Where there are several illustrations of approximately
equal size and importance- as, for instance, fashion
ill ustrations in department store and other simil ar advertising--<:onsiderations of unity and balance will necessarily affect the placi ng. These will be referred to later.
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SCALE IN ILLUSTRATIONS

Balanced and " stepped" arrangements and side panels
are among the methods commonly used. It is desirable,
particularly with fashion pictures, that some sense of
scale should be preserved between or among the illustrations---that is, that the figures, unless purely incidental,
should be of the same or very nearly the same size;
otherwise one is likely to have an incongruous collection
of apparent giants and pigmies. In the "catalogue" type
of advertisement where a number of different articles are
pictured, the element of scale can not usually be considered.
Similarly, in the case of one large and several small
pictures, it is generally advisable to hold some relationship in scale among the latter, unless they are to be
separated by fairly wide areas of text. A discrepancy will
necessarily be involved between main and subordinate
pictures, but if the main picture is sufficiently larger than
the rest, the eye will allow for this and not find it offensive. The use of a small picture of a package or container in conj unction with a larger one showing the product in use, as frequently seen in magazine advertising,
is a case in point.
It need hardly be added in this connection (though the
point is somewhat outside the layout man 's province)
that all pictures in advertising should be there for a
definite purpose and not be " lugged in " merely for the
sake of prettiness. So, too, " decorative" borders in tone,
scalloped edges, and other such " improvements" on advertising pictures are to be avoided unless there is some
special reason to justify their use. A good picture is
almost never the better for any of these treatments or
for being tricked into freak or fancy shapes.
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GETTING ATTE N TION

ATTENTION
Arrangement
Coming back now to our two objectives of attention
and legibility, let us take up some of the factors that
enter into the former.
While the point may be debated by those who are not
"eye-minded ," it is probably true that an advertisement
makes its first impression upon the consciousness of the
average reader as a design ; that is to say, that when his
eye first fall s upon it, he sees it as a whole, as a pi c~o dal 
typographic composition having certain qualities of
shape, tone, outline, and 0 pattern "*, be fore his mind take:;
in the meaning or sign ificance of pictures, headin g or
text. T o put it more si mply, the physical form of the
advertisement makes an impression on him before the
content does--though unless he stops to think about it,
he will probably not be conscious of that impression . If
this init ial impression is favorable-if hi s eye is attracted
and hi s interest aroused- it will obviously enhance the
advertisement>s chances of being read , the opposite being also true. It fo llows that the arrangeme"t of the
advertisement- the way the parts a re put together and
the visual effect of the whole as a design- is of first
importance in ,l!etting attention and creating a first
impression that will invite and induce reading.
We have a lready spoken of the importance of empha sizing the main element of the advertisement and establi shin,l! a defmite focal center. Tt is not to be understood
from this, however, th at such emphasis is to be carried
' The '' p<lttern'' is t o~ und..rstood as kin g ma<le up of the black. gray .
• ·bite anJ somr tim..,. colo rrd areas producP<I by illu5trati on!. tyJ"' and whit e
>IJacr. T hr tr n n is appropria trd from ;\ l r. J),.·iu.i n• .
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SYMMETRY

to a point where it will destroy the unity of the advert isement as a whole. We want our heading or illustration
to stand out, not as a heading or illustration , but as an
integral part of the general design which works with all
the other parts to create a single unified impression .
Emphasis is thus to be thought of with referen ce to
general arrangement.
Symmetry. The first method or style of arrangement
that will naturally occur to the student is to center the
various elements one above the other on a vertical line
bi secting the space--to make the advertisement, in other
words, symmetrical on its vertical axis. (The word
"symmetry" in this connection almost always refers to
vertical division of the space, since an advertisement
is rarely symmetrical on its horizontal axis .) This
arrangement is common in both newspaper and magazine advertising. It is a simple, easy and " safe" way of
handling almost any copy, regardless of the size of the
space ; it assures, or helps to assure, the very desirable
qualities of balance and unity (providing, of course, that
the elements are given proper handling); and it permits
of a considerable amount of variety in the size and shape
of the subdivisions formed by pictu res, heading, text
and signature.
This quality of variety, it should be said, is of transcendent importance in advertising design. If an advertisement is all of the same tone, or if it is composed of
masses of equal or very nearly equal size, the effect
is almost always monotonous. Within limitations, the
further we can get away from uniformity and regularity
in tone and masses, the more interesting (in a visual
sense) our advertisement will be and the more likely it
will be to get attention. Advertising typography in this
respect is the direct antithesis of the book page.
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INFORMAL BALANCE

The symmetrical advertisement, generally speaking, is
restrained, formal and "quiet" in effect, dignified and
conservative rather than animated, and is therefore best
suited as a rule to the advertising of concerns and products with which these qualities are associated. Bank
advertising is a case in JX>int. Most small advertisements are symmetrical for the reason that small space,
if the copy runs to any length, does not readily lend itself
to off-center arrangements. In advertisements of the
"catalogue" type made up of a large number of items,
both the items themselves and the general arrangement
of the material are usually (though not necessarily)
symmetrical.
The defect of the symmet rical arrangement is a tendency toward stiffness. Symmetrical advertisements may
easily become too rigid and hence monotonous and uninteresting. The advertising typographer, therefore,
usually tries to break away from perfect mathematical
symmetry by some variation in the arrangement of his
minor elements-as, for instance, balancing a block of
type or small illustration at the upper left by a corresponding mass placed at the lower right instead of
directly across--or by placing some element such as an
initial or caption slightly out of balance in order to
" loosen up" the general effect.
Where the vertical halves of an advertisement counterbalance each other, maintaining the general effect of
symmetry but without necessarily being mathematically
symmetrical, the advertisement is said to be in formal
balance.
As)•mmetry ( informal balance). Variety in an advertisement may be secured through mere arbitrary
irregularity in tone and the relationship of masses.
Without some underlying feeling of balance behind such
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SYMMETRICAL VARIETY

Effecti~~e

October 1st

A $4,500,000 CUT IN
ELECTRIC BILLS
n,~.,_...,N~,._clw~_,~

of_,.,...._.oiW.wn.;.,.....a...,...,_...fi/O....U.Nn<.~Yorf.

There will be Others to Follow

The First Step
'JJoUiodw ~*l>iooa'lt>Uiw,._.#o. W,___.,ofN...,Y"'*'•dearir
~"""---· <lrtditwJw.-illlw-""""al"-""-~
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Btoo.IU.,.,fdironc..n.c-y,lnc.

Thtl.JM<dD«:trirU...,&.

~v.n.&.Quceao&omic

-c...,....

Ucfu&.Powa-Co<npany

TIG. 3

Note the variety and interest obtained in this all -type symmetrical advertisement through the use of (a) contrasting si~es of type,
(h ) roman and italic, (c) capitals and upper and lower case, and
(d) contrasting widths. Set in Goudy Bold and Garamond Bold.
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I NFORl-I ALITY PREOOM I NANT

irregularity, however, the advertisement tends to lack
structural unity and to have the effect of falling apart.
To gain this unity and at the same time take advantage
of the greater freedom afforded by unsymmetrical arrangement (or " asymmetry'' ), the layout man employs
what is known as informal balance. Informal balance
operates, in essence, according to the " principle of the
steelyard," whereby a fo ur-pound weight at one end of
the scale is balanced by a one-pound weight placed fo ur
times as far from the fulcrum or supporting point.•
This principle is used more in a general than in a specific
way , the designer relying on his sense of balance rather
than on any mathematical admeasurement of relative
weights and distances.
Si nce balance appl ies to tone and color as well as to
mass and area-a mass of two units of black , fo r instance, balancing a mass of four units of gray of half
the value---it will be apparent that informal balance
affords almost unlimited opportunity for variety in arrangement. T he majority of full -page magazine advertisements are built on this principle, a count of a typical
issue of a nationally circulated weekly showing 24 symmetrical advertisements as against 49 of the informally
balanced type. T he greater the number of elements in
an advertisement , the more complicated the problem of
balance among them becomes. The student will find it
profitabl e to study the advertising pages of the betterclass publications and analyze the different ways in
which balance has been worked out, laying a ruler along
the vertical axis and noting the relationsh ip of blacks,
grays and whites on either side of the dividing line. He
will find that the black of a heading, for instance, when
• For a more detailed nplanatioo and d i!.c ussion of thi~ princip~e. :;ee
'' Applied Design for l'rioten;" ( Part VII, No. 43 of thi~ SI'Tie$), pages H to Zll.
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MODIFIED SYMMETRY

FirJ/

AJR CRUISE in HiJtory

......,n,•""'"....,.'""''""''""'

~,.,.,.,..,
O>oc•O... >8-'•"l"'•'"oNC"J

"I'"'"•'''.,..,..,...

CtoYfi ·~-~::~
}"IG . 4

The two words in capitals in the heading and the protruding airplane wing at the lower right of the picture give variety in this
otherwise perfectly symmet rical advertisement. Garamond and
Erbar types.
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MOTION

placed at the left , is usually echoed by a corresponding
note of black at the lower right.
ln department store and other advertisements of what
may be called the "semi-catalogue" type, where it is desi red to comb ine one large display with a number of
smaller items, the space is often divided on a ::!f:r '/;1 or
;v.l -!4 basis, the smaller items being grouped together
in a si ngle panel and set uniformly. The large display
in such cases is usually given a symmetrical arrangement.
The choice of a symmetrical or unsymmetrical arrangement in any given case is not a matter to be arbitrarily determined, but will be governed by materia l
(copy and illustrations) and by considerations of arrangement and " pattern. " One does not try as a rule
to force his material into either , but all ows it so far as
possible to take what appears to be its logical and natural shape. An advantage of the symmetrical arrangement in magazine advertising is that it may be used
equally well on either a left or a right-hand page-this
subject to what has been said about coupons, etc.
Motion. The eye will automatically follow anything
that points. It can also be very easily led along a definite path in progressing through the successive parts of
a design. In these psychological (or physiological) qualities are summarized the two chief uses of motion, one ~f
the most valuable resources of the layou t man in securing interesting and effective arrangement.
The simplest example of motion is the use of an arrow ,
a dotted line, converging lines (as represented, for instance, in a wedge-shaped mass of type ) or some similar
pointing dev ice to lead the eye from one part of an
advertisement to another, or to direct it to some point
or element (such as a co upon, a picture of the product ,
or the name of the product) which the advertiser wishes
to emphasize. Moving fi gures in a picture also serve
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I NFORMAL
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Informal balance. No te the relatio nship of illustratio ns, heading,
initial and signature. Cloister Old Style and AstrCe types; heading hand lettered .
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EMPHASIS

to direct the eye. ~l o tion in advertising, however, more
often means the arrangement of heading, text , illustr:t. tions and other elements in such a way that the atlentio n
is carried along from one to the next and the advertising
s tory thus presented in precisely the order that the layout man desires. Examples of these types of motion are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The principle of motion applies also to many :'still ''
illustrations. Thus, a face or figure in profile, an extended arm , the toe of a shoe, the (Xlint of a pencil or
fountain pen , the rounded butt of a cigar, or even the
general slant or angle of an inanimate object such as
a package, will serve to direct attention in a given direction. It is important that such motion should always
be into, not out of, the advertisement, since otherwise tt
tends to carry the rye away from the text and out of
the design altogether. The moti on of a picture, too, will
often determine its position in the space~e . g., in offcenter (unsymmetrical) arrangements, a picture whose
motion is to the left will normally be placed to the
right of the vertical axis, and vice versa-and will thus
in turn affect the placing of the heading or text. :Motion
thus frequently enters into the matter of balance.
In the case of a fu ll -page magazine advertisement, ii
the general motion of the advertisement is to the leit ,
the adverti sement will logically occupy a right-hand
page; if to the right, a left-hand page; the motion in
each case being directed toward the cente r of the book.
Emphasis

The importance of emphasizing, and so concentra ting
attention upon, the dom inan t thought or feature of an
advertisement ( usually expressed in the fo rm of headi ng
or illustration) has already been mentioned. This may
be done through si ze, as by the use of large sizes of type
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To Clean and Deodarize
the GARBAGE

'{f~:.

CAN-

just another task that's easy
for Dra:no
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DIRECTION S .. .
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,
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FIG. 6

The dotted line carries the eye downward to the picture and
name of the product, incidentally showing how the product i;;
used on the way. Arrangement of clements also contributes to
the dow nward motion.
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EM PH ASI S

or a large illustration ; it may be done by placing the
element to be emphasized in prominent position (which
usually means in the optical center ); or it may be done
through contrasts of shape (such as irregular outline)
or through the use of whit e space, blacks, and color. In
each case, it will be noted , the essential principle involved is that of contrast--either external contrast ( that
is, contrast between the adverti sement as a whole and
its surroundings) or internal contrast (contrast between
or among the component parts of the advertisement) .
The use of bold~face type in headings and sub-headings to contrast with a lighter text face and thus secure
additional emphasis will be referred to later under the
heading of legibility. Another case of internal contrast
i ~ the use of italic or script types and of slanted decora·
tive initi als in con junction with a roman face for body
matter. These types give emphasis because of thei r
contrast with the straight up·and-down·ness of the rest
of the page. Typographic design , it may be said, consists essentially of d ividing a large rectangular space
into smaller spaces, also generally rectangular ; hence,
any line or mass that slants and so departs from the
standa rd vertical· horizontal division of the space helps
to achieve emphasis and variety by contrast.
The practice of tilting an advertisement or parts of
an adverti sement at an angle, whi le it may prove effective in some instances, is not to be recommended as a
general thing, since it makes for difficu lty and incon venience in reading. Sim ilarly , cu rved lines of type and
other such " stu nts," while useful on occasions, should
be employed wi th restraint , as they may easily interfere
with legibility. One somet imes sees type elaborately armnged in geomet rical masses--ovals and such- apparently for " artistic" reasons. Such masses are almost
always illegibl e and are bad advert ising for the furth er
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MORE MOTION
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FIG . 7
Every element in this
half-paJ.!:e advertisement is placed to
carry out the line of
motion, which ext e n d s continuously
from the top of the
upper head to the
"slogan" at the bottom.
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BLACKNESS

reason that they call attention to themselves rather than
to their content. Wedge-shaped masses are sometimes
useful for directing attention downward (Fig. 10), and
slan ted (not tilted) masses for helping out the general
motion of the advert isement.
Blackness. While on the subject of contrast, reference should be made to the use of blackness for dominance, as practiced by certain classes of newspaper
advertisers. ln the:;e " ads," not only headings but text
matter are set in the boldest and blackest faces obtainable, and are supplemented with reverse plates and engravings in heavy blacks, on the general theory that the
greater the weight , the greater the attention value.
Entirely aside from the question of good taste involved, blackness depends for its effectiveness upon contrast. A black advertisement alone on a page, or surrounded by gray advertisements, will undeniably stand
out. Surrounded by other black advertisements, however, as is normally the case in newspapers where this
type of advertising predominates, it becomes simply one
more noise in a chorus of noises. A gray advertisement
would, in fact, be far more conspicuous. The indiscriminate use of black in the manner indicated has reached
a point in recent years where the better-class metropolitan dailies are taking the situation in hand and "graying
down" solid black masses except where those masses are
part of an illustration showing the product advertised.
" Fat face " types beyond a certa in size are tooled or
toned down with Ben Day shading.
A further objection to the all-black advertisement is
that it is usually ugly, is hard to read, and makes it
difficult for the reader to pick out individual items in
wh ich he may be interested.
The layout man , if he is wise, will employ his blacks
with restraint and with an eye to the background against
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EMPHATIC DISPLAY
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Large type, prominently placed, ,~:ives emphasis in this advertisement. In the original the effect was enhanced by the use of color,
the word "News" and the names of the cars being in red. Set in
Bodoni , with hand lettered logotype .
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Internal contrast throu!fh the use of co n trastin~ types. The facu
are Ultra Borloni, Ken nerley, Garamond, and Garamond Bold .

which they will appear, using them for accent and in·
ternal contrast rather tha n for general texture.
Wltit c space. The use of whi te space for defensive
purposes in newspaper advertising has already been me n·
tioned. This is essentia lly a matter of externa l contrast.
Set off by sui table ma rgins, wit h the type matter given
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EMPHATIC TONE
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Emphasis through use of solid black a nd shape contrast. Note
the downward motion toward the name of the producl, imparted
by t he shape of illustration and type. Set in Bodoni Bold.
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WHlTE SPACE

a chance to breathe, an advertisement will obviousiy
have a far better chance of being seen and read than
if the entire space is crammed full of illustrations and
type-though some nev.<Spaper ad\'ertisers still consider
their space to be wasted if not so crammed:
White space, when used within a border, calls for
very much the same handling as in the margins of a
book- that is, the large " margin" will be at the bottom ,
the next largest at the sides, and the smallest at the
top. l"nless this proportion is observed , the advertisement tends to become bottom-heavy and "squatty."
Single column newspaper advertisements without border
should ordinarily have at least a pica of white space at
· the sides to set them off from surrounding advertisements or reading m:I.tter.
White space, however, has a far larger field of usefuln ess than this. It is, essent ially, a " part of the picture," and a very important part , contributing to outline, 11 pattern ," emphasis, and interesting arrangement
generally. A heading, illustration or signature achieves
far more emphasis when set off by white space than
when surrounded by type or other matter. White space
is the background on which the layout man projects his
design, very much as an artist projects a painting upon
his canvas. With a full-page magazine advertisement
where no border is used , it becomes an integral part of
the design, serving not only to frame the advertisement
but to give it variety and cont rast.
In general , the white space surrounding an advertisement should be greater than the space between the elements of the advertisement ; otherwise the design will
l<1ck unity and have a tendency to "come apart. "
Color. The added attractiveness and attention value
contributed to an advertisement by color need hardly be
po inted out. It is on thi s basis, and because color in
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EMPHATIC SPACE
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FIG. II

Emphasis through the usc of white space. I'ote how attention is
concentrated on illustration and heading. The line of motion in
this advertisement and the wa y in which the layout man has
" touched the four sides" are also interesting.
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COLOR

many instances means largely increased returns over
straight black and white, that advertisers find it profitable to use color in spite of the higher cost of plates
and printing.
Apart from an occasional special insert printed in
colors that may be selected, color in publication advertisi ng usually means to the layout man either a " second
color '' (the hue and value of which may or may not be
within his control) or four-color process. In the first
case the color will be ava il able for tint blocks, borders,
decorations and display lines. A second color is generally
used in this way to pick out what may be called the
"trimmings" of the advertisement. Whether the color,
when so used, will add emphasis or otherwise will depend
upon its value. A light second color, fo r instance, will
cause a heading to recede and lose emphasis instead of
gaining it. Similarly, a border which may be too heavy
for the type if printed in black may often be toned down
into harmony with the type when printed in color. In
using color for tint blocks--as, for instance, a square
tint block printed under an illustration---care should be
taken that the color is not so strong as to overpower the
illustration and obscure it. Whether or not color will
be used in the illustrations themselves is a point that
usually lies more in the artist's than the layout man's
province.
Of the four process colors, the blue and the yellow are
too weak to be used advantageously for most typographic
purposes, though they may occasionally be employed for
a heavy initial, a trademark, or a line of heavy lettering.
The red , though not the best color in the world for the
purpose, is sometimes used for initials, borders and occa·
sional display lines in very much the same fashion as
a second color- this providing that such use does not
compete for attent iun with the illustrations, which are
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LEGIBILITY

necessarily the chief point of interest in a color advertisement. Color, in general , should be concentrated on the
elements it is intended to emphasi1.e and not miscellaneously distributed all over the space.
For a discussion of the general technique of color the
reader is referred to " Rudiments of Color in Printing "
(Part Vlf, No. 45 of this series).

LEGIBILITY
We come now to the second of ou r major problems :
that of making advert isements easy to read. This is es·
sentially a matter of type selection and arrangement ,
though general arrangement as discussed in the preceding
section enters into it to the extent that it may facilitate
the progress of the eye through the successive parts oi
the advertisement and so conduce to quick and easy
reading.
For reasons of clarity and convenience we shall consider legibil ity (I) in connection with display matter,
with particular reference to headings, and ( 2) in connection with text, though the two should always be
thought of together and not as separate items. With
certain obvious exceptions, practically all of this section
will apply also to our discussion of direct advertising.

Display
Most advertising headings are written with one of two
purposes in mind: either to summa rize the content of
the advertisement so that the general substance of the
" story " will be evident at a glance, or to excite the
reader 's interest and curiosity and thereby intrigue him
into reading the text. The first is generally known as
the "news" type of head ing ; the second may be described as the " invitat ionaP' or " come-on " type. It will
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be evident in both cases that the heading, from the poim
of view of copy, is a " key" element in determining
'"hether or not the advertisement will be read and that
its position and typography are therefore of first importance. · In an ail-type advertisement, and in many
illustrated advertisements as well, it will be the element
chiefly relied upon to " stop" the reader and engage his
attention. Many advertising writers, particularly those
of the mail-order school, carefully plan their copy so
that heading, illustration, signature and other display
matter together wi ll give the reader the whole story.
Upper and lower c!lse vs. all caps. Because practically
all reading matter is set in lower case and because of
the characteristic word shapes established by the ascending and descending lower case letters, it is generally
agreed that headings set in upper and lower case are
more easily and quickly taken in by the eye- are, in
other words, more legible- than headings set in capitals, though this theory may be disputed in certain
forms of display. In the case of a heading that ruilS ·
to several lines of type, a word or line in capitals may
frequently be broken into the display to give variety
and emphasis. Long headings should usually be broken
up either in this way or by varying the length of the
lines--occasionally, also, by the use of contrasting roman
and italic or even of contrasting faces of type-since
too much of the same thing in display tends to monotony
and illegibility. All-cap headings, if the capitals arc
well designed, lend dignity and a certain amount of
decorative qual ity to most sett ings. Capitals are also
techn ically handy in giving a width to display lines
which can be had with upper and lower case only by
the use of disproportionately large sizes.
Capitals in mass are distinctly less readable than
lower case, and while there is a tendency among typog-
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raphers at present to use them in this way more than
was done formerly , the student should think twice before he does it- and not do it then unless for some
special purpose or effect. Italic capitals are less legible
than roman capitals, alt hough, because of their slant
and consequent contrast with the '' up-and-down-ness' '
of the rest of the page, they ach ieve a certain measure
of conspicuousness. Their legibility can in many cases
bt improved by proper letter-spacing. Letter-spacing in
general, however, contributes more to decorative quality
than it does to ease of read ing.
By way of being " different," some typographers nowadays are using all-lower-case headings, omitting capitals
entirely even in proper names or using italic lower case
letters where capitals wou ld normally come. This, however, is mostly faddi shness. The effect is almost always
seventh gradish .
Hand lettering has been made the subject of one of
the previous books of this series, • and therefore need not
be considered in detail here. Because of its freedom
and flexibility it can be made to do a great many things
that type letters of solid metal cannot. In the hands of
a good designer it is a most effective method of securing both emphasis and decorative quality and of conveying ~' atmosph ere. " A good type face, however, is preferable to indifferent hand lettering for display purposes.
Hand lettering is usually handled in one of two ways :
either to echo the texture and general quality of the type
with which it is used , or to contrast sharply with the
type in both respects.
In arran gement, a heading should always follow the
sense of the copy- that is, the lines should break as the
thought breaks. Di:>regard of this rule amounts to typographic bad grammar. It is, however, freque ntl y dis•· ·Letterin g in T ypography '" ( l'a.r l \" 11. ;\o. -1 6 1.
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rega rded for the purpose of giving shape to the heading,
with the resu lt that the sense is broken up and the flow
of the copy and thought impeded .
Bold-face type, a pet aversion (and rightly so) of
~;ood book printers, finds legitimate and effective use in
advertising headings. So also do the better script types,
italics and "cursives. " Whil e one hesitates to lay down
any general rules after the way all four have been employed in the last few years, a certain amou nt of discrimination may be recommended. The purpose of these
types is primarily for emphasis and contrast. Used with
too free a hand , they defeat their purpose- as too much
spice kills flavor. Script types and italics (and most
bold faces as well) are less legible than roman when
composed in mass.

Text
Since the matter of type selection has been covered
in some detail in another book of this series,* it is not
proposed here to go into the merits or otherwise of this
or that particular type face or series, but rather to cover
the points that enter into the general matter of legibility.
As l\:lr. Bernhard sets forth in the " Typographic
Axioms" quoted at the beginning of this chapter, advertising typography departs widely from book typography
in both its technique and its objectives. " The book is
designed for readers with leisure and a receptive mood:
commercial printing has to reach the public regardless
of time and mood. 1t has to attract the eye by force to
drive its message home." Where a book is bought to
be read, a piece of advertising must , under normal circumstances, impose itself upon the reader 's attention ;
hence advert ising typography legit imately employs-is,
'
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in fact , virtually forced to employ-devices which are
uncalled for and out of place in the more sedate pages
of the book.
Where book typography aims chiefly at uniformity in
color and texture, advertising typography aims at va~
riety, contrast, animation and general " interest. " Un~
fortunately, in his effort to achieve these qual ities, the
advertising typographer sometimes loses sight of the
equally important fact that " type is made to read," with
the result that emphasis, interpreted in terms of black~
ness and " smash," is allowed to over-ride all other considerations. In our own t ime we have seen this tendency
run riot in some of the more extreme work that goes
under the name of " modernism"-work which undeniably has tremendous attention power but which fails to
hold attention and to deliver its message because of the
difficulty of read ing it. While it is not easy to draw a
definite line between attention on the one hand and J egi~
bility on the other, it may be said in general that
typography which calls attention to itself rather than to
the thought it is intended to convey is poor typography
and bad advertising. A balance must be struck between
attention and legibility.
uModernism" in its more rational forms has undoubt~
edly had a beneficial effect upon advertising typography
as a whole. It has broadened both the mind and the
palette of the advertising typographer, has gotten him
away from his one ~time tendency to " crib " and imitate
the classics indiscriminately without regard to fitness to
purpose, and has taught him to obtain extremely effec·
tive results -with ex tremely simple means. Like all such
movements, however, it has brought with it ex:agge ra~
tions in type design and type arrangement which have
little to recommend them beyond the fact that they are
new and " different"-a point which advertising men as
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a class are quick to seize upon. While the student can
learn a great deal from a study of good examples of
"modernist" typography, he should not accept it as good
merely on the basis of its modernity . He will do well
tn acquire facility in the use of types of proved usefulness and merit of design- types such as Caston, Garamond and Cloister among the old styles, and Scotch and
Bodoni among the moderns (the latter term being used
in its typographic sense)-before he attempts to experiment with more sensational and less well-establisherl

faces.
Both practical and resthetic considerations enter into
the selection of types for advertising. Thus, in newspaper advertising, as we have seen, the matter of stock
and printing conditions must always be considered.
Types which tend to fill up easily will be eschewed in
favor of more open and therefore (for newspaper purposes) more legible faces. Outline and " inline" types
(the latter having a tooled white line in the stem of the
letter) and shaded types are likely to lose their character in newspaper printing and to become straight bold
faces. The smaller sizes of type, too, especially of italic,
call for careful handling if they are to be readable. Many
advertisers--and this applies to both newspapers and
magazines-make it a definite rule to use no sizes smaller
than 10 point. As has been pointed out elsewhere in
this series, legibility in types depends quite as much
upon background-that is, upon the proportion of white
space that shows through and around the individual letters--as upon stems, hairlines and serifs.
Suitability also plays a part in the selection of types
for advertising. While no hard and fast rules may be
laid down here, it may be observed that one does not
as a rule (unless he be excessively modern ! ) use a
delicate "feminine" type to advertise steam shovels, or
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a black-as-night, cast-iron bold face to advertise perfumes or fine laces. Decorative types--the Nicolas
Cochin is an example-have obvious advantages in connection with products which reflect such qualities as
daintiness and femininity. They are, however, less legible
than the plainer roman faces when composed in mass.
Such types, when properly handled, will do much to
suggest quality and convey "atmosphere"-an important point in the advertising of merchandise of the luxury
classification.
In choosing a type to go with line illustrations, the
matter of texture is to be considered. The type face
should, if possible, echo or repeat the general tone of
the picture. Thus, if the illustration is composed in
sharply contrasted blacks and whites, a face on the order
of Bodoni, with contrasting stems and hairlines, will be
indicated (see Fig. 12) ; a picture whose lines are more
even, giving a general tone of gray, will call for an oldstyle in which the contrast is less marked. This matter
of texture will also enter into the selection of borders
and decorative material used with the type. With halftones, the type should reflect the " color"-that is, the
relative blackness-<>£ the picture, though there are occasions when a light type may be used with heavy
illustrations to give -the illustrations greater prominence.
The problem of what types to use on coated papers
has not yet been satisfactorily solved. Even the best
of the old styles tend to "go gray" when so printed-a
fact which the designer may sometimes utilize for contrast and emphasis, as indicated above-while the fine
hairlines and serifs of the moderns wear easily and
thicken or break off. In general, however, the modern
faces as a class (the word "modern '' again being used
in the typographical sense) give better color and tone
on coated paper.
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The present practice of using bold-face types for
setting the text of advertisements--Garamond Bold,
Cloister Bold, Bodoni Bold, etc.-may be accounted for,
at least in part, as an effort to overcome this lack of
color in the ordinary run of text types. Bold-face types,
when so used, should be chosen with an eye to their
legibility when composed in mass; otherwise the additional color that may be gained is obtained at the expense of easy reading.
Leading. Legibility, as has been said, depends quite
as much upon how types are handled-that is, upon their
arrangement-as upon the type faces themselves. Here
certain technical considerations enter, the use of leading
being a case in point. While most types with descenders
of normal length are legible when set solid (always providing the length of the type line is not too great) , they
can almost always be made more so for advertising purposes by being opened up. Modern types like Bodoni,
with their flat perpendicular serifs, require leading for
greatest legibility- how much leading, the student will
determine from practice. Very wide leading, a favorite
device of the modernists, is to be employed with disCretion, and only if it is in keeping with the general
tone of the layout, as it tends to make the composition
thin and streaky.
In order to break up large areas of type, the typographer frequently makes use of extra leads between paragraphs. When the paragraphs are set flush- that is,
without the f1rst line being given the usual 1-em indention-this is almost ·a necessity; otherwise confusion
results when a paragraph ends with a full line. Where
the copy consists of a series of paragraphs or items,
each complete or virtually complete in itself, extra leading is perfectly legitimate, providing it does not make
the text too spotty or jerky. With copy that reads con-
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tinuously, however, it tends to interrupt the flow of the
text,· since the reader has, in effect, to start anew with
each paragraph. For such copy, the 1-em indention
will usually give a sufficient break .
''Normal" type .size. Text type should not be ti)()
large for the space allotted to the advertisement or it
will appear clumsy and awkward; neither should it be
so small as to look insignificant. There is a sense of
scale involved here which can be acquired only from
practice. A certain size of type " looks right '' for a given
space ; another size does not. By inserting a type specimen sheet under a layout made on tracing paper, it is
usually possible to tell what size is unormal" for the
space. This ~< normal " size, of course, cannot always be
used, since the copy may be too long to fit without
crowding, but where possible an effort should be made to
approximate it.
Length of line. Similarly, the type line should not
be too long. Twice the length of the lower case alphabet,
or between 50 and 60 characters, is usually accepted as
the maximum length permissible in the interests of easy
reading, and for sizes from 10 point downward the maximum should be kept considerably less than this. With
too long a line the eye has difficulty in jumping back
from the end of one line to the beginning of the next.
When wide measures are forced upon the typographer,
this difficulty may be partially overcome by leading,
which makes the break between lines more emphatic,
and also by double instead of single indention at the
beginnings of paragraphs. A more logical and effective
remedy, however, is to avoid the wide measure by setting
the type double column.
In using initials to emphasize the beginning of the text
or of important sections of it, care should be taken that
they do not compete with the heading , thereby detract-
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ing from its prominence; also, that they do not give the
advertisement too spotty an appearance. On a "busy"
page a prominent initial may easily be one spot too
many. The purpose of an initial is, essentially, to give
the eye a start ing point , to show it where to begin to
read, and also (when the copy is long) to indicate the
break of the sections. Decorative initials, like any other
decoration, should harmonize with the type with which
they are used. When employed primarily for emphasis,
however, or as a decorative element, they may, like hand
ltttering, be in distinct contrast to it.
Close spacing of text types is quite as important for
legibility's sake in advertising as it is in book work ,
and should be standard practice in ·all houses setting
advertising composition.
Borders and decoration. A border in newspaper advertising, as we have seen, usually serves the purely
utilitarian purpose of fending off competition-keeping
aggressive neighbors at their distance. A newspaper advertisement, however, does not necessarily have to have
a border for this purpose, since the same effect may be
achieved by arranging the elements of the advertisement
so that they "touch the four sides" and so establish the
boundaries of the space area. The defensive type of
border is usually made up of plain rules, the thick and
thin rule being a favorite. It is important that these
rules should accord in weight with the type. Decorative
borders have little place in newspaper advertising, which
can rarely take the time or the space for ornament of
any sort. With advertisements of intermediate size,
bands at head and foot or vertical rules at the sides
(sometimes at one side only) are often used in place of
all-round borders as means of securing unity.
Magazine advertising offers more opportunity for ornamentation. Thus a decorative border or incidental orna-
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ment may be used to convey the " quality atmosphere,"
to give continuity to a series of advertisements, or to
emphasize the period of a product such as silverware.
It may also be used for purposes of beauty and attractiveness. Such ornamentation, however, should function
a.., a part of the design as a whole. It should have a
definite purpose and not be " lugged in " merely for its
own sake. If its only purpose is to " hold the advertisement together," it is usually indicative of weakness in
the layout.
In full-page magazine advertisements, a border restricts the size of space available for pictures and text ,
since allowance must be made for some margin between
border and pictori.il or typographic matter. Without a
border, such advertisements not only make active use of
all the space available, but , in effect, add the margins
of the page to their own dimensions.
Continuity. Concerns which advertise regularly in
newspapers or magazines usually adopt some characteristic device or style of setting to individualize their
advertising and give it continu ity. A special border
or type face or a distinctive style of illustration are
among the means employed for this purpose. Thus , one
New York department store for some years set all its
advertisements in Cloister and Cloister Bold , giving them
a general " family resemblance" which helped to identify
them in the mind of the reader. Such a style, used over
a long enough period of time for readers to become familiar with it, comes to have almost the effect of a trademark.
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TJze Design of Direct Advertising
advertising we have been workinp.:
I NenPUBLICATION
tirely with single units or areas of space of predetermined size-pages or portions of a page. Except
for the matter of ~< show through " and possible competing advertisements, the other side of the page or sheet
has not entered into our calculations. Within the given
a rea our aim has been to create an arrangement of type
and illustrations that should get attention-should attract, interest and please the eye by reason of its qualities
as a design-and at the same time be superlatively
readable. In creating this arrangement we have had to
keep a watchful eye on competition in the shape of surrounding advertisements or of preceding and following
advertisements.
With direct advertising we come to a new set of conditions. Instead of the single area, our working unit
becomes the printed piece, which, subject to obvious
limitations, may be of any size, shape or number of
pages. Our advertising message is no longer confined to
one space (though it may be so confined in the case of
a leaflet or blotter ) but reads continuously or progressively through a series of pages or folded faces. Unity
and continuity (the latter as applied to the thought )
thus take on a new aspect.
Again, assuming that our printed piece gets through
to the reader for whom it is intended-a reasonably safe
assumption if the mailing Jist is in proper working condition- we shall have his or her undivided attention during
the time spent in reading it. There will be no direct com-
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petition- no pages in our booklet, for instance, calling
attention to somebody else 's product ; hence no problem of
" conspicuousness" in the space advertising sense. Such
competition as we do have will be from other printed
pieces-an entirely different state of affairs from that
prevailing in either magazine or newspaper advertising.
Our problem, then, or rather the ideal toward which
we shall work, will be to make our printed piece so attractive, inviting and interesting that whoever receives
it will be impelled to open it up and read it. We shall
be aiming at the same general objectives of attention and
legibility, but with differences in the physical form of our
design and the conditions under which it will be read.
Here, however, we run into certain conditions that
were not present--or, if present, were " invisible"-in
publication advertising, the first and most important being the matter of cost. Cost to the space advertiser
(aside from " service" and extras) means the amount he
pays for his space, and is a fixed amount. A g-iven
amount of space in a publication-say a page or six half
pages--costs so much, and the fi gure is standard for all
advertisers.
In direct advertising the cost is not so fi xed . A booklet of 16 pages and cover, for instance, will not "cost so
much" but will vary in price according to the materials
used, the grade of craftsmanship demanded, the general
plan of design, and many other factors. Labor and
overhead charges are different in different localities.
P rinters' figures on a job will vary even when based
upon the same materials and specifications.
As we have seen elsewhere,* all printing may be
divided from the designer 's point of view into three
general classifications: ( I) work where design and crafts• " Th e Elements of TypOgr<lphic Design" (Part ' "IT. Xo. 44 of this series) .
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manship prevail before price; ( 2) work where design and
craftsmanship must be tempered to price ; and (3) work
where price rules supreme and the problem is one of
quantity manufacture. These same classifications neces·
sarily apply to direct advertising. Thus, in some instances we may be allowed to "go the limit" in materials
and craftsmanship; in others, we shall have to produce
the piece for the least amount possible.
Most advertising printing, however, comes within the
second classification. Ordinarily the buyer of the advertising has a certain amount of money to spend. He
must keep within a definite appropriation. His problem ,
therefore, is to get the best he can for his money-"best"
being interpreted in terms of what is, in the buyer 's
estimation, most likely to accomplish the result he has
in mind in sales or promotion.
Our printed piece, then, will usually be something of a
compromise-a compromise between what might be done
if there were no cost limitations and what can be done
under the given conditions. We shall have to study the
buyer's problem, get thoroughly in mind the purpose he
wishes to accomplish, and fit our design to that purpose.
The plan of the piece will be governed accordingly.
In all advertising, it is to be remembered, fine materials and fine workmanship are to be used not for their
own sake but as a means to the end of selling. Appropriateness, fitness to purpose, must at all times be kept
in mind . Thus, as in space advertising, we shall consider
the general nature of the product and the concern doing
the advertising, whether the product is a luxury or a
utility only, the class of people who will naturally buy
it, etc., and work out our plan to fit in with all these
factors-at the same t ime keeping within the advertiser 's appropriation.
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There is one further factor in this connection that is
too often ignored or not considered in articles on the subject. Design and layout alone will not sell goods. Unless the prospect is interested, directly or indirectly, in
what our printed piece has to say and the goods or
product it advertises, be obviously is not going to read
the piece or buy the product, no matter how fine the
typography, illustrations and presswork. Just as obviously, however, a piece of printing that is attractive
and interesting, that delivers its message in a clear, intelligent, impressive and forceful way, stands a far better
chance of getting attention, being read, and thereby
influencing an interested prospect to purchase, than a
stodgy, dull , crowded looking, uninviting, illegible piece ,
though the latter may be of the same general content. Jt
is in these terms that we shall consider our objectives in
layout.

The Container
The problem of getting attention begins, in direct advertising, with the wrapper or container in which the
printed piece (unless it be a "self-mailer " ) arrives. This
may take any of several forms--envelope, mailing tube,
slip case with wrapper and label, etc.-according to the
general nature and degree of formality of the piece.
While the container is usually one of the last th ings to be
considered by the designer, it is the thing that the recipient sees first ; hence its treatment is of importance.
The purpose of the container is to get the printed piece
into the hands of the prospective reader without its being
soiled or damaged in transit. Whatever form it may
take, therefore, utility must be considered ; it must be
planned first of all to stand up under the wear and tear
it will receive in the mails. A good, durable envelope ,
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perhaps reinforced with a piece of board or some other
form of "stiffener," may be perfectly adequate fo r this
purpose. Such an envelope will, of course, carry the
name and address of the sender, usually in the form of
a "corner card," or, if a label is used, as part of the
label, and will provide ample space for the recipient's
name and address. If it is to be addressed by hand in
pen and ink , the stock should be one that will take the
ink without blotting.
But a container may be more than purely utilitarian.
In sending out a piece of the more formal type-an
elaborate booklet, for instance-we may want the container to suggest something of the nature and conten t
of the booklet, to suggest and be in harmony with the
" quality atmosphere'' of the piece, and thereby do its
part in engaging the prospect's attention. Thus, if an
envelope is used, it may be made up from the same stock
as the booklet cover (always providing this stock is
sufficiently durable and will fold up into an envelope
without cracking); the setting of the corner card will
follow the general typographic style of the booklet; a bit
of ornament or possibly a small illustration from the
booklet or its cover-necessarily in line or fiat colors if
it is to print on cover stock-may be added by way of
decoration, with perhaps the title of the book or a
"catch phrase" from the copy to excite interest and
curiosity (though the latter will hardly be in order with
the more formal types of advertising literature). If
circumstances justify it, we may even go to the expense
of a special label, designed to harmonize with the booklet in color and typography. Where a label is used, the
envelope of course need not be printed.
Such points, however, will always be governed by
good taste and appropriateness. Decoration may not be
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in order in a given case; the stock alone may be sufficient ,
without ornamentation, to convey the desired impression
of quality ; and in any event we will guard against overornamentation, since over-ornamentation of an envelope
almost always results in an effect of cheapness. Utility
and appropriateness first is the safe rule.
Self-mailing pieces . The less pretentious forms of
direct advertising, such as folders and broadsides, may
be planned as "self-mailers"-that is, mailed without
wrapper or container, the face of the folded piece carrying the address, stamp (or mailing permit) , corner card,
catch phrase (if any), etc., and the pages being held
together by a seal or sticker. This is, in general, a
money-saving device, since it eliminates the cost of envelopes, and marks the piece as one designed for utility
and economy rather than style. While obviously not
suited to the advertising of expensive luxury products, it
will probably not detract from the effectiveness of a
piece advertising a product of general appeal. Here
again, if the piece is to be addressed by hand, the stock
used should be one that will take pen and ink.
While on the subject of economy, it may be mentioned
that there are various special types of envelopes designed to save expense in mailing advertising literature.
The "window envelope," much used with form and
illustrated letters, has an opening in the front with a
strip of transparent paper pasted across, the letter being
folded so that the typewritten ''fill in " (name and address of recipient) show through, thus saving the cost of
addressing the envelopes. Another device is the 11 pennysaver," an envelope with the large flap sealed but with
one of the end flaps loose so that it can be "opened for
inspection " in accordance with post office requirements.
This allows the piece to travel at the "printed matter"
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rate while appearing to be sealed first-class mail- a
point which may or may not be appreciated by the person who receives it.
There is also the aduplex" type of envelope, a large
envelope (9 x 12 inches or thereabouts) with an envelope
of No. 9 or No. 10 size attached to the front, which enables a piece of printed matter to be sent out with an
accompanying typewritten or form letter- an advantage
in many cases, since otherwise letter and printed piece
may become separated and the latter not arrive until
several days after the former. In using this, separate
postage must be attached to cover the letter and the
printed piece. These envelopes are handled by the post
office under the " printed matter" classification and travel
at the slower rate.

FORMS OF DIRECT ADVERTISING
In our discussion of attention ·and legibility in Part
III , we have covered many o(the essen'tial points in the
design and layout of direct advertising, and, in fact , of
any advertising in which printing is employed as the
medium of transmission. While differences in form and
competitive conditions entail certain differences in the
matter of getting attention, we may consider the subject
of legibility as having been disposed of. In what follows ,
therefore, we shall take up the various types of direct
advertising, considering them with reference to their
function and physical form and discussing points of layout in immediate connection with each type.
L eaflets

The simplest of all forms of direct advertising is the
leaflet, a single sheet printed on one or both sides and
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T

RY THESE .••

Preserved Golden Figs
AT MY RISK AN D EXPEN SE

ERE is a ..food treat" that is not only sood,
but ¥'od for you; Bis, delicious, juicy,skin-

H ~~:lthf:if;~~· !~~~bi;!.~~~~;e~sn~:!_the

most
Mere pictures and words cannot do justice to the

f~idci~:e~~~ir~y&?,l~r~:r~~ rc:u;:~dt;~~~:~ir~;

at my cx~nsc-a case of 2 dozen 13-oz.. tins of
these dchcious figs.
Open a a n, try them, and if yo u arc not more
than delighted, simply rcwrn the rcsr, at my cx-

~~:k·fu~d /:.6o ~ailed ~~~~:&d~~~~~v::::~l~U:
0

But, no money now, unless you prefer. j ust sign
and nu.il the enclosed card, not even the investment of a stamp is required.

DELANE BROWN
1501 Guillord Ave•• Balti ...ore. MJ.
FIG. 14

Typical di rect advertising leaflet, made to be enclosed with a
letter in the ordinary 6¥4 envelope. In the original the illustratio n was in fou t color process. Garamond, Garamond Bold and
Greco Bold types.
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usually sized to fit within an envelope or package. The
name may be taken as covering f.h.e variOus and sundry
types of circulars and small folders used as' envelope and
package enclosures---known to th'e trade under the gen~
eral heading of " stuffers. 11 In function , the leaflet is
usually supplementary to, or exPlanatory of, the correspondence or other matter with which it. is enclosed,
though it also serves to advertise small individual i'tems.
A gas company, for example, in sending out its letters or
statements, may enclose a stuffer calling attention to some
new heating or lighting gadget, or a cereal manufacturer
may enclose a page of recipes in his packages. A •leaflet
is rarely sent out by itself, since it is too small and too
restricted in sales and advertising possibilities to justify
its being mailed as an individual piece.
Typographically speaking, the design of the leaflet is
controlled by copy and purpose- which means that it
may take almost any form. One tries to do the thing
that is appropriate to the occasion. This may be the most
conservative of settings in Caston (or, if the leaflet is
essentially part of the letter, in typewriter type) or a
gay, colorful, modernist style of thing with incidental
decoration for attention purposes. If there is a picture in
halftone, a coated stock will be indicated ; otherwise we
are unrestricted except by cost considerations and may
employ a colored paper for contrast and liveliness-in
which case we will obviously select a· type that will be
legible when printed on the color". Colored inks are
also to be considered , since there is no reason why a
leaflet, even if printed in oQe color only, should always
be in black.
Folders
Next to the leaflet naturally comes the folder, a term
which may be appl ied to almost any piece of printing
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A.

c.

B.

Four-page folder.

Six-page folder.

D
Eight -page folder with
the two center pages
used as a double
spread.

E.
French fold .

Eight-page folder.

F.
Double six-page fo lder
with front leaf short ened to show inside
pages.

[]
-

G.

H.

Four-page folder with lap-

t etter with folded llap.

FJG.15

Diagram of folding schemes
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that is folded but not bound . A folder may range from
6~" envelope size up to 80 x 11 or 9 x 12, the latter
being the usual maximum. It may be sent out in an
envelope or by itself as a "self-mailing" piece. In its simplest form (one fold) it consists of four pages of equal
size; from this it may range through almost any degree
of complexity in folding scheme, subject to the length
and general nature of the advertiser's umessage" and
the convenience of the reader in handling. Too elaborate
folding schemes, "t rick " folds and the like , while occasionally useful for purposes of novelty, are in general to
be avoided, si nce they tend to confuse the presentation
and attract too much attention to themselves. Some of
the fol ding schemes in common use are shown in F ig. I 5.
If a folder is made up with one horizontal and two
vertical folds and printed on both sides (Fin diagram) ,
the horizontal fold is generally so placed that the inner
part of the sheet is shorter than the outer, thereby calling
the reader's attention to the matter on the inside pages.
( Readers, it may be said , have a faculty amounting to
genius for missing such things if they are not plainly
indicatedl) This does not apply, however, to the
" French fold. ' (E in diagram ) in which the pages are of
equal size and the stock printed on one side only. The
French fold , when made up of a fine grade of stock
(with the deckle retained if possible), is perhaps the
most distinguished of the various folding schemes and is
much used in the advertising of high-grade products,
sometimes with a tipped-on illustration on the left hand
inside page. Booklet covers are often made French
fo ld fashion.
Ordinarily, each of the folded faces of a folder is
hand led as a page, the fold determining the boundaries
of the page. The copy may sometimes read continuously
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N- ..... N£W J'RIGlDAJilE
Ill IU '-at lri«
i. 'Triziii•irri/Ut.'l

iE ftl:~

~i1f~

··~~~··

FlO. 16

French fold t)'pe fo lder (self mailing). Page size of original
inches. Set in Bodoni, with hand lette~d headings, and
printed in fou r color process. Note the arrangement of the two
ill5ide pages.

6.\4 x 9
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1tBROADSIDES,._,
The "Big Smash" of Direa Advertising
Printed on Kelly Presse-s'
·o~: . ,
·· .: .. :
T~:::~·~~."=.':':;~.:..-::.::: ~;;,::::·~:~. 0::
. ~:.:.:::-~~:::~
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FIG. 1 7

Broadside, printed on 22 x 34 inch sheet and designed to be used
as a wall hanger. Folded size 8'hx 11. The inside spread (Fig.
18 was planned to show the maximum size of sheet that could be
printed on the press. Garamond and Garamond Bold types and
hand lettering.
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but more often is broken up into separate bits or items,
the folding scheme determining the order in which these
items will naturally be read. On the inside, the folder
may carry a double spread effect, printed across the
center fold, with smaller " fold in" pages of a supplementary nature on one or both sides (as in D in diagram) . In aU-over size, a folder is usually planned to
cut without waste from a standard size sheet, its folded
size being determined by conditions of mailing.
Folders cover so wide a variety of material from the
standpoint of content that it is hardly possible to
generalize regarding their design. One may say, however, that the illustrations are a safe starting point. If
they appear on facing pages, the unity of the arrangement as a whole is to be considered (see Fig. 16). If
the illust rations are in line, a type will naturally be
chosen that will harmonize in color and texture; otherwise the typographer is pretty much unrestricted. What
has been said about colored stocks and inks in connection with leaflets will also apply here. Where an antique
stock is used (and, when conditions permit, with stocks
of smooth surface), a departure from straight white in
favor of an ivory, india or "natural" may be advisable
for variety's sake, since the general run of folders are
printed on straight white stock.
Illustrated letters. These should perhaps be separately
mentioned as a specialized type of folder , since they are
essentially single fold pieces made letter sheet sizethat is, with a folded size of 8,0 x II inches. Page 1 carries the letterhead of the firm and the usual typewritten
letter (or a multigraphed or printed letter as the case
may be) , pages 2, 3 and 4 being given over to advertising. The possibilities of this comb ination: of letter and
advertising matter will be apparent. Stocks are now
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obtainable for illustrated letters that are coated on one
side, thus permitting the printing of fine screen halftones
on the inside pages while offering the usual bond paper
surface for typewriting.
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N 0. 2 -

A Ttm-Rnv/lltiiJ/1 Allfoflutir PrimiJJg Unitfor rbt
C)lhultr Prnrroom. OJmpktr with Pres.1. Autom11tir
Fmlrr. b "tt11skm Dclit'fr) and E}l(frfc,tf &pripmmt

OUR

P RESS R OO M

FIG. 18

The fu ll inside spread of the broadside shown in Figure 11. The
sheet size was 22 :~~ 34 inches. Halftone printed in black, type in
warm brown on white folding enamel paper. Cover page car ried
utra printing in blue .
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Broadsides
A broadside differs from a folder (though belonging to
the genus folder in mechanical characteristics) fi rst of
all in size, being usually considerably larger, and second,
in the fact that it opens up through a series of folds,
each double the size of the preceding, to a central display

or spread that covers one en tire side of the sheet. Thus,
the successive " pages" or folded faces of a broadside
printed on a 19 x 25 sheet (one of the sizes regularly
used for the purpose) will measure 6 _!4 x 80:*, 12.!/z x
87), 120 x 19, and 19 x 25, the type matter running
either way of the sheet. Copy and illustrations are
planned to ''lead up to" the large spread, which is, in
effect, the climax of the piece. This spread is often
planned with the idea that the piece can be used as a wallhanger, and is usually handled poster fashion , with a
large illustration (sometimes a group of related illustrations) and brief copy set in large type so that it can he
read at a distance. Another reason for brevity of copy
is that a sheet of broadside dimensions, when unfolded to
full size, cannot be conveniently or easily held by the
reader for any length of time and hence must deliver its
message quickly to be effective.
T he broadside may be described as the " big gun " of
direct advertising, used for purposes that require a single
powerful "smash " rather than a conti nuous story in the
booklet sense. I t is usually, though not necessarily, a
" self-mailer. " The stock chosen should be one of good
folding quality , since it will be folded both with and
against the grain and will further have to stand up satisfactorily under the treatment it will receive in the mails.
The illustrations, which are the important element in a
broadside, w ill determine the character of the stock.
• The progression may

al~
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The design of the broadside begins with the center
spread. With this arranged and the type style deter·
mined (the point of color and texture being again of
importance in selecting the face), the other pages will
readily fall into place. In general , big, broad, posterish
effects are the rule for both type and illustration. Even
the smaller folds should not look wordy or bookish.
It will be noted that leaflets, folders and broadsides
have the quality in common that they are not bound,
the folding scheme serving the purposes of a binding.
We may go on from these to what may be distinguished
as the fiat group, made up of blotters and mailing cards.
Blotters
The blotter as a form of advertising hardly needs
detailed description. It may carry almost any type of
" message"-though it is advisable that the copy should
not be too long- and may or may not be illustrated.
Blotting paper may be had either plain or coated one
side, thus offering possibilities for the use of halftone
and color effects. Broad, flat colors and types of the
" modernist" variety are often in order for plain blotter
stock.
The blotter is naturally a vehicle for what may be
called " reminder" advertising. Many concerns send out
a blotter the first of each month , enclosing it with bills
or statements and handling the general design in a way
that will give identity and continuity to the series. Once
a blotter has been read , it becomes a utility only. Sinct!
it may be kept on the recipient's desk for some time, a
design should be chosen that one can " live with. "
Mailing Cards
These vary in range and purpose from the ordinary
3 ~ x S}1 government or private post card with an ad·
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vertisement printed on one side (the double reply card
being also used for the purpose) to large cards of heavy
cardboard , often printed and illustrated in colors. The
latter should not be too large-7 x 10 inches is a good
practicallimit---Qr they will be folded and bent or broken
by the practica).minded postman who finds them a
nuisance to carry in his pack.
The post card type of mailing card is an easy and
convenient way of handling almost any advertising that
must be "gotten out cheap. " TyJXlgraphically, such
cards are not so much designed as arranged to fit the
space. The second type-the mailing card proper-is
usually the vehicle for a single item requiring illustration (halftones may be used here, since the stock may
be obtained coated) or for a group of related items such
as might figure in a special sale of chinaware or the
like. Unity of impression, harmony of type and illustration , and the possibilities of using color are points to
be considered in layout.

R eturn Cards
Before leaving this " flat" group, mention should be
made of the return card, one of the characteristic features of direct advertising. These are usually of post
card or approximately post card size, and are used wherever a specific reply to an advertising piece-a request
for a salesman to call , for instance-may be desired.
They may be attached by means of stickers to folders or
broadsides and may also be enclosed with booklets or
catalogues. As a rule 1 they are printed on regular po:;t
card stock or its equivalent 1 and " key in " in general
design with the piece with which they are used. Occasionally (but rarely) they carry an incidental illustration.
The form of the copy is usually kept simple so that all
the prospect has to do is to sign his name.
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We come now to the group of direct advertising
pieces that are bound-booklets, catalogues, house pub·
lications, and the formal board-bound book. As a class
these are rather more formal and pretentious in their
general nature than the pieces we have so far been discussing. They have this point in common from the layout man's point of view, that their typographic plan is
based upon facing pages, just as is the design of the
book. Much of what has been said in other books of this
series regarding book design and typography will therefore apply.

Booklets
The booklet may be described as the " man (or maid)
of all work" of direct advertising, since the variety of
purposes for which it may be used is almost unlimited.
In general , however, booklets are the vehicle for the advertising story or message that needs to be told in continuous form, either by copy or by a series of pictures
or by both. They may be used , as already described,
tll "back up" or supplement space advertising, in which
case they will carry a more detailed story than can conveniently be gotten into a publication advertisement (or
perhaps a related story, as in the case of a flour manufacturer who offers a book of recipes) , or they may operate independently of any other advertising-may be sent
(sometimes preceded by an announcement in card or
folder form) to the advertiser's complete mailing list.
Booklets are also often distributed "over the counter"
by retailers and are enclosed in packages sold in retail
stores as a bid for further orders.
In size, a booklet may range all the way from a postage stamp--there have been "stunt" advertising booklets
as small as that! -up to 9 x 12 , the size depending upon
the story to be told , the material to be used in telling
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it, and the general purpose of the advertising. Thus, certain types of illustrations will require a large page to be
shown effectively; a booklet of the more formal and
luxurious type may call for large margins, and hence a
large P'ilper page, as an element of the design. There is a
similar range in elaborateness. Either " dignified simplicity" or ornateness may be in order in a given case,
again according to story, purpose, and the general nature
of the product. So too, booklets may be long and thinof a shape, for example, to be enclosed in a No. 10
envelope-or flat oblong, or almost anything in between
(except that the square or squarish shape is to be
avoided). Because of the "wide open" nature of the
problem and the practically unlimited range of possible
treatments, the design of a booklet is one of the most
interesting jobs that fall to the layout man's lot.
Typographically speaking, his fi.rst consideration will
be his text pages--for booklet design "starts with the
inside and works out. " These may, in general, be
handled in one of two fashions: either to be distinctly
bookish, following book style as to margins, uniformity
of color and texture, handling of running heads, folios ,
etc., or just the reverse-a play for novelty and "differentness." For the inexperienced hand, the former will
probably be the saier course. He may never achieve
anything brilliant or startling, according to present-day
conceptions, as long as he sticks to bookishness--which
is a quality to be avoided rather than sought in most
advertising- but he will at least be working on a thoroughly sound basis, with sound precedent to guide him.
Readable bookishness is always preferable to half-baked
modernism or attempts at modernism. To quote Mr.
Dwiggins: "Before one can play with type, one needs
to know what has been done with type sedately through
the centuries of printing."
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Bold·face or even fat·face type for text matter, extra
wide leading, indentions carried clear into the middle of
the page, freak margins or no margins at all: these are
among the tools of the layout man in designing booklets
of the " un·bookish" type. In experienced hands, and
with a sophisticated audience, they are effective. With
thousands and thousands of booklets being used by ad·
vertisers, with booklets coming in to both home and office
by almost every mail , there is a legitimate place for
novelty, " differentness," " originality '' if you will, in
booklet design. If one does "go modern ," however, he
should go completely and consistently modern- not stop
with comprom ises or half·way measures.
Illustrations will obviously be of fi.rst importance in
planning the booklet scheme. These may range from
incidental decorative or semi-decorative drawings in line
or tone, used largely for atmosphere, to bleed-off halftones covering the entire face of the page. Halftones
will, as a rule, imply a coated or at least a smoothsurfaced stock, though increasing attention is being given
by printers to the printing of halftones on antique-in
some instances with notably successful results. Apart
from this, appropriateness, printing quality, and the
ever-present question of expense will govern the stock
selection, with consideration also of the fact that a fine
stock will go far toward conveying an atmosphere of
luxu ry and distinction.
In the placing of illustrations (apart from incidental
pictures on title or half-title pages and special displays) ,
one will necessarily keep in mind the fact, previously
mentioned , that facing pages, not single pages, are the
basis of the design , and will work for interesting and
varied arrangement. Too much of the same style of
thing produces a monotonous effect. With square half·
tones of oblong shape (i. e., wider than they are deep ),
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tbt double margin scheme may sometiiMS be employed to
advantage, the pictures running the full width of the
page, with enough white space around them lO serve as a
frame , and the type being kept to a narrowt"r measureenough narrower to mark the contrast.
We may appropriately quote here from another book
of this series (" The Elements of Typographic Design ,"
Part \·1 1, ~o. 44 ): " Illustrations, if photographic o r
more pictorial than decorative, must be considered as
units in the mass arrangement of the pages. As such,
they have tone and shape, and usually the tone is sufficiently dark to make them the important note o( color
on the page. " (See Fig. 20, pages 102-103. )
Where vignetted halftones are used for illustration, the
vignette or shaded portion may be allowed to run out into
the margin of the page, the edge of the pictured object
being kept in line with the edge of the type matter. If
halftones and type are printed in separate forms , the
type may sometimes be printed over the lighter portions
of the vignette-but never , of course, over the picture
itself.
Co'Vers. If economy of manufacture is a consideration ,
the designer of a booklet will gi\'e thought to the possibilities of the " self cover "~that is, using the stock of
the text pages for the cover, which will thus be printed in
the same form with the te.'\":t matter. This eliminates the
cost of a separate cover stock and also somewhat simpli - ·
fies the binding problem. To differentiate such a cover
from the inside pages, he may want to use a bleed-off
tint block in a second color , with co,,er design sur-printed ,
which will give him something the effect of a separate
stock , or perhaps a decorative a ll -over cover design , possibly one composed of typographic ornament. With a
separate cover stock (and often with self-covers as well)
there will be the question of the cover design to be con-
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sidered. This should , in general , be worked out according to the fun ction of the booklet. Thus, if the booklet
is sent by mail , the cover need not necessarily be conspicuous. Type or lettering only, or a simple typographic
design, possibly printed on a separa te stock of contrasting
(but harmonious ) color and pasted, label fashion, to
the cover, or perhaps inserted in a blind-stamped panel,
may be entirely adequate. A booklet of the luxurious
type has no need of an elabora te or " flossy" cover to
insure its being opened and read. lf, on the other hand,
a booklet is to be picked up from a counter or distributed
in sonie similar fashion, it will naturally want a cover
that will attract attention . ln either case the cover
design should " key in " with the body matter of the bookJet. If typographic, it should harmonize with the typography of the text pages; if pictorial , with the illustrations.
So, too, title and half-title pages and any ty{Xlgraphic or
decorative incidentals should take their tone from the
style adopted for the text. Decoration, if used at all ,
should be planned as part of the typographic design and
should not detract from the major objectives of interest
and legibility.
Binding. Most booklets are saddl e stitched. With
the plainer varieties, ordinary wire stapling provides an
adequate binding. With those of a more elaborate
nature, this may be supplemented with a colored cordthe cord being used for embelli shment only and not for
utility , since it adds no appreciable strength to the binding. Where a French fold cover is used, the stapling
will ordi narily be done through the inner part of the
sheet only and so will not be visible. When a cover is
embossed, a double end sheet or fly leaf is generally used ,
with one lea f pasted solidly to the back of the cover to
conceal the reverse side of the embossing.
ln booklets of the plainer type , designed primarily for
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utility, the cover is usually trimmed flu sh with the inside
pages. For more distinctive effects the cover is allowed
to overlap and is ofte n supplemented with a single or
double fly leaf cut from a lighter weight of the same
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FIG. 19

"Modernist" typography and design in a direct advertising folder.
The initials on the left hand page and the entire right hand page
were in color in the original. Note the very wide leading of
the ty pe, which is Ultra Bodoni.
·
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stock. With an overlapping French fold cover, preservation of the deckle of the sheet on the bottom or on bottom
and sides will add a decorative and luxurious note.
Catalogues
A catalogue is defined by Webster as "a list or enumeration of things arranged methodically. " While this
covers the essential purpose of the catalogue as a list of
the goods produced or sold by a concern, usually illustrated and with accompanying descriptive comment , the
form and function of the catalogue in present-day advertising are somewhat broader than the definition indicates.
It is not easy, in fact, under modern conditions, to say
just where the booklet leaves off and the catalogue
begins. Many concerns-automobile manufacturers, for
instance---combine the " list" phase of their catalogues
(the showing of models, parts, etc.) with a running story
handled booklet fashion, thus retaining the best features
of each, so to speak. So, too, a catalogue, if issued at
regular intervals-quarterly or bi-monthly- may take
unto itself something of the nature of the house organ
(to be discussed in the next section) or even of the magazine. In general, the trend among catalogue advertisers
has been to get away from the conventional listing of
goods-a list at best being rather unexciting readingand to liven up the material by the use of interesting
pictures and of copy that is something more than a compendium of bare descriptive facts. The catalogue, in
sales terms, has gone in for active selling rather than
mere order-taking. As against this, however, the good
old mail-order type of catalogue is still very actively in
the field, listing some hundreds or thousands of items
and crowded to the edges of the page with illustrations
and type matter.
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So far as the question of design is concerned, the mail
order catalogue can virtually be dismissed from consideration. Here the problem is to get as many items as
possible into the minimum amount of space, without
regard to attention, legibility or any other such considerat ion. To get any style into the design (apart from
incidentals) is almost out of the question, since the form
has become traditional. The people-and there are millions of them in the United States and Canada-who
send for, and buy goods from , mail order catalogues are
" used to" this form, so much so that any departure from
it would be viewed with suspicion and distrust. Crowded
type matter and commonplace illustrations are no deterrent to mail order catalogue reading as long as the illustrations are " realistic, " the descriptive matter adequate,
and the material as a whole reasonably well organized.
Mail order catalogues, moreover, are usua1ly handled by
shops specially equipped for this class of work and therefore able to turn it out at a price which makes it next
to impossible for the average general printer to compete
successfully for it.
In many lines of business, prices and general conditions are so constantly changing that the publication of
the old style " permanent" catalogue has become uneconomic. Smaller catalogues, published at more frequent
intervals, are one of the means employed for meeting this
cond ition. Another is the " loose leaf " type of catalogue,
with binding so planned that separate leaves or even
complete signatu res may be added to the original material or inserted in place of material that has become
obsolete. So, too, some concerns manufacturing a number of different lines of goods publish their catalogues in
sect ions, one section for each line, these being so arranged
that they can be sent out either singly or in combination
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as the case may require . This helps to reduce mailing
costs and also obviates loading up the recipient with a lot
of material in which he may not be interested.
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20

Facing pages, showing the placing of large and small illustrations.
The illustrations are handled as units in the mass arrangement
of the pages.
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Generally speaking- and it is necessary to speak very
generally on the subject because of the immense variety
of material involved- the problem of the layout man in
designing a catalogue i ~ two-fold: first, to make his text
matter as readable as the length and nature of his copy
permit ; a nd, second, to organize and arrange that material by items or by subjects so that the reader can readily
locate any item or subject in which he may be interested
without the necessity of reading the text as a whole. A
catalogue, in other words, shou ld be readable both as
text matter and as a list. This ordinarily involves the
use of a contrast ing bold face fo r headings, subheadings .
first lines of important items, etc. Variety and relative
emphasis are important in such an arrangement, and
may be secured through proper choice of sizes and the
use of roman a nd italic. It is important that the use of
bold face should be confined to major items and not
overdone, since otherwise it makes for a " spotty" page
in which individual items a re not readily distingu ished .
Too much display is quite as bad as none in this respect.
Indention and the use of overhanging headings are other
important means of emphasis.
Illustrations will , of course, figure largely in the typographic arrangement. In catalogues of the more elaborate and expensive types , halftones in fo ur color process
are often used- in which case they will be the natural
starting point for both the general plan of the catalogue
and the typographic design. Much of what was said
under booklets regarding illustrations and typography
and t heir interrelationships will be applicable here. Catalogue illustrations are mostly fact illustrations, designed
to give the reader the essential facts he may be expected
to want to know about the product- size, shape, color.
internal construction , mechanical principles, etc. T hey
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are often supplemented with action pictures showing the
product· in use and with suggestive " atmosphere" pictures designed to sell the product indirectly-as an
attractive view of a stretch of picturesque countryside
may suggest to the city dweller or suburbanite the desirability of owning an automobile.
The size of catalogues varies according to material and
the use to which they may be put. A size that will fit
conveniently in the pocket, for instance, may be of obvious advantage in some cases-though if the product is
large, this size will somewhat cramp the illustrations and
detract from their effectiveness. The more elaborate
catalogues run to a larger scale, with 9 x 12 the effective
maximum for most purposes. With catalogues containing a large number of pages, the size will naturally be
planned to cut without waste from a standard size sheet.
In selecting a cover, and in the general matter of
binding, the handling the catalogue will receive is an important point. A catalogue that will be used in the composing room of a printing plant, for instance, or one that
will be referred to by garage mechanics, will obviou sly not
want a white or light toned cover stock, nor will a fancy
binding be in order. One cannot make such catalogues
soil proof, but at least he can provide a stock that will
not give maximum prominence to greasy thumbprints.
Such catalogues should be bound for durability , with the
binding usually reinforced and the end leaves (if any)
"hooked over" and sewed with the outside signatures.*
Catalogues, unless consisting of one signature only , are
generally sewed , for the reason that a sewed book will
lie open- a point that will be appreciated by any one
who has ever tried to refer to a catalogue while telephoning, for instance.
~ 1. ;\o. 4S of thi~ stries ( " Making D ummie,; and Layouts")
on the

ma k i n ~

of dumm ie<.
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If lhe catalogue is intended for home or 1' front oftlce"
use (as di stinguished from shop useL the question of
ha ndling, wea r a nd tear, and utility in genera l will be
weighed in the balance with artistic consideralions. and
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FIG. 21

Representative pages from an automobile catalogue of the "booklet" type. Note again the handling of the illust rations. Page size
of original 8 x lO!fz inches. T ypes: Caslon Old Face and Narciss,
with main headings hand lettered .
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a solution worked out accordingly. Some of the points
suggested in the booklet section regarding cover designs
will apply.

FIG.22

Two inside pages from catalogue of the " magazine" type, published by a department store. Page size of original 9 :~: 12 inches.
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FIG. 23

Cover (above) and pair of inside pages (p p. 11 0- 111 ) from elaborate automobile catalogue, printed in four colors and gold. The
catalogue consisted of paired pages of this nature, showing the
car and its interior, with appropriate "period" decoration. Garamond type. Page size of original 9 x 12.
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House Publications
House publications, or house organs as they are more
generally known, are really periodicals issued by private
concerns at more or less regular intervals-monthly, quar-
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terly, etc.- and varying in range from a four-page folder
or small booklet to large and elaborately printed magazines . They are of two general types : the internal , distributed to the employees of large concerns, including both
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home and branch off1ces, or to dealers handling the line;
and the external, sent to a mailing list of customers and
prospects. The purpose of the former is to promote the
general es prit de corps of the organization and keep all
hands in touch with policies, selling points, new developments, etc.; the latter is, in effect, a private advertising
medium having the advantage of regular publication.
Regarding the layout of house organs, little may be
said beyond the desirability of interesting arrangement
and legibility. Most of the larger house organs follow
the general style and format of the illustrated magazines.
Whether a house organ w ill be simple or elaborate-and.
if the latter, how elaborate-will usually be determined
by the extent of the advertising appropriation.
Books
The board-bound book is the most formal and permanent of all the various forms of advertising, and, because
of the expense involved and the fact that business conditions in most lines change so rapidly as to make a more
flexible type of publication more desirable and effective
for advertising purposes, is comparatively rare. Such
books are usually issued in observance of an anniversary ,
on the opening of a new building, and in connection with
other special occasions. They are handled as a rule in
forma l book style, but with more elaborateness in binding, illustration , typography and cover design than the
ordinary book , and with an eye to the special effect they
are intended to create. What has been sa id regarding
book design in other books of this series may be take:1
as covering the subject.
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"POSITIO~ " advertising is so called because, instead

of being sent to the reader via a publication or
through the mails, it is placed so that the reader comes
to it. From the printer's point of view this division of
advertising may be taken as consisting of car cards,
window and counter display material, and posters. Bil1boards, electric signs, and " outdoor advertising" in general belong under this head , but these need not be considered here as they do not involve the use of printing.
Position advertising, as was sa id in Part I , is mostly
the product of a comparatively limited number of specialized shops, only a small share of it coming to the
general printer, and is therefore of less interest and
importance from our standpoint here than publication
and direct advertising. Much of it is produced by lithography. Its design- posters perhaps excepted- is an artist 's rather than a layout man's job, since it depends
mainly upon " art work u in the form of illustrations and
hand (or lithographic) lettering for its effect. For these
reasons it will be dealt with here very briefly and more
as something the student should know about as a matter
of general information than someth ing he will actually
be called upon to lay out.

Cor Cards
Jn common with other forms of position advertisingand in contradistinction to publicat ions and direct advertising pieces, which are held in the hand-car cards
are read at a distance. They may be read straight-on
II J
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or from an angle. Except for the poster type of ca rd
such as one occasionally sees affixed to a board at one
end of a street car, they are uniform in size (oblong,
about 20 inches long by 10 high), are printed on card·
board (which may or may not be coated), and are concave in surface when inserted in position in the rack.
Their competition is ent irely from the side, and they are
read much of the time by artificial light- a point which
may be of importance in the selection of colors. These
are the "given " cond itions with car cards.
The main p roblem of layout is provided by the competition. The design must have unity ; pictures and type
(or lettering) must " tie together" into a single visual
impression, or the ca rd will <~ go to pieces" and be lost in
the shuffle. Because of the distance at which it is read,
short copy and large type are in order. Color in illustrations or background- preferably simple, strong color,
handled in masses-will be the chief attention-getting
medium . If the design does not hold together sufficiently
of itself, bands or areas of color or black will be used at
the sides or along the bottom to give unity and fend off
left hand and right hand neighbors, very much as we
sa.w that borders were used in newspaper advertising . It
is essential that the motion of the illustrations and of any
optical lines set up by the arrangement of the type or
lettering shall be into the card . The side ba nds may be
designed to reinforce this towa rd-the-center motion.
Size and legi bility in type-general posterish effectupper and lower case rathe r than caps, again for legibilit y: th ese are the main typographic considerations.

Window and Counter Displays
Again distance , brief copy, large type, and poster
treatmen t, wi th art work as the main medium of attrac-
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tion. These displays may be arranged in main and wing
panels so that, when opened, they will stand by themselves; they may be supported by easels at the back; or
they may be stuck to the display window, face to, with
adhesive. The panel type are usually " cut out"- at the
top following the shape of illustrations or decoration, or
merely in some geometrical shape such as a half circle
or half oval.
For counter cards calling attentiori to some special
item , straight black on white gives both conspicuousness
and legibility 1 with black on yellow running second. In
the larger forms, the colored picture is " the thing." In
arranging type or lettering for window displays, allowance should be made for ample free space at the bottom,
since articles will probably be placed in front of the
display.
Most window and counter display material comes
under the heading of " dealer helps"-that is, material
prepared by manufacturers or their advertising agents
and furnished either free or at cost to retail stores and
others handling their products as a means of stimulating
local sales.
Posters

The common or garden variety of poster-theatrical
and " movie" house posters, for instance- is not so much
designed as put together, the essential ingredient being
wood type. As with mail order catalogues, the style of
such posters- if one may call it that- is traditional ,
fixed , and not to be monkeyed with. Smaller posters
may permit of some degree of choice in type selection
and arrangement-in which case the layout man will
select a face that can be easily read at a distance and do
the best he can with it. In general , however, type is
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forced to give way to lettering, which will be of the
broad, more or less "splashy '' and posterish sort.
Long and short lines, arranged to give a well shaped
mass and to accord with the sense of the copy, or simple,
plainly arranged masses of type harmonizing in weight
and texture with the illustrations are about all one dares
to attempt in the way of typographic suggestions.
Black on white, again, will give maximum readability,
with fl at colors in masses for attraction.
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HE student who plans to go into layout work will
naturally want to follow up this necessarily brief and
very general consideration of the subject with more
detailed study. A few suggestions are therefore offered.
These are based upon this and other books of Part VII
of the present series and involve the application of the
principles that have been discussed ( 1) to the study of
examples, and ( 2) to experimentation and practice on
the student's own part. The latter is particularly recom. mended to students for the practical training it affords
in analysis of copy, visualization, and the 1effective arrangement of copy and illustrations.
For the best examples for study, we may look, in
general, to the work of the leading national advertisers
and retail institutions in both the publication and
direct advertising fields. Almost any of the nationally
circulated magazines and large metropolitan dailies will
yield abundant specimens of the former variety. Ex·
amples of the latter are harder for the apprentice student
to come by. He may, however, be referred to the direct
advertising material issued by the manufacturers of
paper, type, presses, composing machines and other
printing equipment, much of which he will be able to
obtain from his own front office. This is of general
high quality because of the printer audience it goes to
and also because it is largely demonstrational in char·
acter.
Mention should be made in this connection of the
'' Printing for Commerce" exhibitions held each year by
the American Institute of Graphic Arts. These exhibi·
111
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tions are, in effect, reviews of the best advertising printing produced in the United States during the year preced ing, the selection of specimens being based entirely
upon printing quality. They are sent to many of the
larger cities of the country following their showing in
New York and afford students in those localities an
excellent opportunity for first-hand examination of notably good work. A few private concerns in the printing
and allied fields are now holding exhibitions of commercial printing which it will be very much worth the student's while to visit .
The following questions are intended to suggest a
general line of procedure in the study of specimens.
While concerned primarily with space advertising, they
will apply, with some few minor changes, to direct advertisi ng also.
General. Is this, in your opinion, a good advertisement? Why (or why not)? What do you consider its
main points of strength or weakness? Discuss its merits
or defects: (a) from the competitive angle, (b) from the
angle of its suitability to the class of people who may
logically be expected to read it. What was it about the
advertisement that attracted your attention? Wherein
do you consider it superior or otherwise to other advertisements on the same or adjoining pages?
What is the purpose or the advertisement from a sales
point of view? What particular selling angle is embodied
in the copy and illustrations? Has the product a general
or a limited appeal? Discuss the use and effectiveness
of (a) the pictorial and (b) the typographic elements in
carrying out the se1ling purpose. Wherein is the layout
successful or unsuccessful in (a) getting attention and
interest, (b) contributing to quick and easy reading?
Form and arrangement. Is the advertisement symmetrical or unsymmetrical in fo rm? I s there any rea·
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son apparent why it should be one rather than the other?
Could it be recast in the other form? How ?--or if not,
why not? Make a thumbnail layout indicating how you
would so recast it. lf you approve the general form but
think the handling of details could be improved, make a
thumbnail layout indicating suggested changes. 1£ the
arrangement is unsymmetrical, point out how balance is
obtained. Discuss the balance of masses, areas, color;
the usc of motion if any. Wherein, if at all, could the
advertisement be rearranged to make more effective use
of the principle of motion? Trace the path which the
eye will naturally follow in going through the advertisement. Discuss the setting from the standpoint of (a)
variety, (b) external and internal contrast. How has
the layout man " touched the four sides" ?
Emphasis. Which element in the advertisement has
been given chief emphasis? Why? Should it, in your
opinion, have been so emphasized? \Vhy?---or if not,
what element would you have used instead , and how?
By what technical means has emphasis been obtained?
What other means might have been employed in this
case? How ? Make a thumbnail layout indicating how
you would handle these alternative arrangements. What
elements are given secondary emphasis? How? Why?
Discuss the use in the advertisement of (a) white space,
(b) solid blacks, (c) color, (d) internal contrast.
Typography. Name the type faces used in the advertisement. Why, in your opinion , were these faces selected? By what (a) practical and (b) resthetic considerations do you think their selection was influenced?
Discuss the handling of the text matter as regards (a)
leading, (b) indention, (c) harmony of color and texture
with illustrations, (d) relationship between text and
heading, (e) sizes of type used, (f) length of line, (g)
contrasting widths of type masses, (h) use of initials,
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(i) spacing, (j) general fitness to purpose-i. e., appropriateness and suitability. What other type faces would
you consider as logical possibilities in this case? Why?
Discuss the heading as regards (a) attention, (b)
legibility, (c) relationship with illustrations, (d) relationship with text, (e) purpose, (f) position in advertisement, (g) use of contrasting faces or sizes of type or
styles of lettering, (h) break of lines and sense.
Discuss the use of borders and decoration, if any.
If the student has any natural instinct or inclination
for design , he will not need to be urged to experiment or
to try his hand at actual creative work. He has a practically unlimited field for such experimentation. For example: in every issue of every newspaper and magazine
are numerous small advertisements, sent in at the last
minute without a layout or even a rough sketch and set
directly from copy by the composing room in any old
type or types that happened to be handy at the moment.
He can have a very pleasant and profitable time replanning these, rearranging them with an eye to attention
and legibility and specifying appropriate types. If he
can set up some of his creations and have them criticized-this, of course, without cutting into his productive
time-so much the better. Direct advertising pieces are
also constantly coming in to home and office which can
be used as raw material for experimentation-and which
offer vast possibilities for typographic improvement.
If the student has any knack at lettering, he will find
it worth his while to make tracings from type specimens
of the larger sizes of some of the standard faces.--Caslon
or Garamond or Bodoni, for instance-and to experiment
on his own with letter forms or even with complete alphabets. There is no better way of familiarizing one's self
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with the character of a type and with the essential char·
acteristics of letter forms in general. Tracing complete
advertisements is also to be recommended for the insight
it gives into balance, emphasis, use of white space, and
general arrangement. By graying over such tracings with
pencil or crayon, he can test the layout for balance,
decorative c{uality of areas and edges, etc.*
Experimental creative work will be of most profit if
carried on in co.aperation with other students and under
the guidance of a superior who can more or less direct
the work and contribute advice, judgment and experience.
lf enough men are interested, a class can be organized, to
be held regularly once a week after business hours or in
the evening. In most plants an executive can be found
who will be interested enough and good·natured enough
to undertake the job of " teacher," providing there is real
interest in the work on the part of the prospective
students.
Such a class can undertake the study of layout in what
the writer believes is the proper way to undertake itnamely, by the " case system" method, the students being
given actual problems to work out under conditions
approximating those obtaining in advertising and printing
offices. The principles of layout can then be studied in
immediate connection with a specific case and with
specific material, which is a far better way of impressing
and absorbing them than either abstract or analytical
study. Problems can often be taken from work actually
in hand , the students thus participating in its creation.
The problems will naturally progress from the simple to
the complex. "Outside" work can be done by the students at home and brought in for discussion and criticism
at the class meetings.

•.see

Frank H. Young. " Ad,·erli$ing Layout. " p;r.ge J9.
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The following suggestions may perhaps be found helpful as sta rting points for such a class:
( I ) Practice in layout. From the morning 's newspaper, an old number of a trade paper, or any other publication that may happen to be handy , select an advertisement that is typographically good and have the copy
typewritten , enough copies being made to provide one
for each student. The size of the space should be specified in picas or inches and the type of medium indicated
( newspaper, trade paper, magazine: whatever may have
been the source of the original) , but no clue given as to
the original setting. Have the students lay out this copy
for the space, specifying faces, sizes and widths of type
and working out their own arrangements of heading, text,
signature, etc. The resulting layouts should be brought
in at the next meeting of the class, discussed and criticized as to suitability of type selected, attention value,
legibility , etc., and compared with the original. Alternative a rrangements may be presented in thumbnail layout
form.
All-type advertisements will be the best for the first
few attempts. Later, illustrations may be added to the
problem. An easy way of doing this is to get enough
copies of the morning's newspaper to cover the class and
dip the illustration (or illustrations) from the advertisement selected, giving a copy to each student to paste in
position in his layout. Students should be given the
option of enlarging or reducing the illustration if and as
they wish , indicating any changes in size in pencil on their
layouts.
( 2) Practice in arrangement. Provide enough copies
of the Saturda y Evoting Post or any other publication to
go round , select a good advertisement, clip it from each
copy, and cut out the various parts or elements-heading, illustrations, text, trademark , signature, logotype,
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etc.-giving each student a complete set. The parts
should be clipped close so as to give as little hint as possible of the original arrangement. The students should
then draw on paper a rectangle the size of the type space
occupied by the original-9 ~ x 12 ~ inches or whatever
the case may be-and should arrange the elements within
the space in what they consider to be the most effective
manner. The variety of arrangements that result will be
surprising. Students may rearrange the type matter if
they desire, changing from single to double column , for
instance, or using a larger or smaller size of type, indicating the changes on their layouts. If a different size of
type is used, however, the student should compute the
space it will occupy.
A third such "exercise" that will give good practice is
to pick a suitable space advertisement and recast it in
the form of a folder or other direct advertising piece.
One with several illustrations, such as a department store
fashion advertisement, will be found best for this purpose.
Recasting a symmetrical advertisement in unsymmetrical form, and vice versa; removing the border from an
advertisement and rearranging it without, with elements
placed to 11 touch the four sides; " working out alternative
arrangements of the same material ; rearranging material
to incorporate the principle of motion: all these and
many other similar points can be made the basis of problems that will incorporate one or more of the principles
of layout and that will furnish good fun for the students
as well as practical instruction and training.
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Layout in Advertising. By \V. A. Dwiggins.
Brothers, New York, 1928.

Harper &

Probably the most complete, aut horitative and readable
work on the subject that has yet been written, covering aU
phases of layout. Illust rated with drawings and sketch
layouts by the author.

Advertising Layout. By Frank H. Young.
ici, Chicago, 1928.

Pascal Cov-

Advertising layout from the standpoint of the agency art
director. Deals entirely with publication advertising, with
illu minati ng discussion of technical principles. Illust rated
with sketches, drawings and actual advertisements.

The student should follow the trade papers in both the
advertising and printing fields-Printers' In k, Printers'
In k Monthly, Advertising & Selling, American Printer,
Inland Printer, Printed Salesmanship, etc .~for articles
dealing with layout.
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GLOSSARY OF ADVERTISING TERMS
Addressing Machine. A machine for addressing envelopes or advertising matter in quantity by means
of metal or paper stencils carrying the name and
address of the recipient.
Advertising Agency. A concern engaged in the preparation, design and placing of advertising.
Advertising Campaign. A series of advertisements or
pieces of direct advertising having a single common
sales or publicity purpose.
Advertising Commission. The commission paid by a publication to an agency on the advertising placed with
it, usually 15 per cent of the gross amount charged
for the space.
Attention Value . The ability of an advertisement or of
the display matter in an advertisement to get attention as a preliminary to reading.
Class Papers. Publications designed to appeal to a particular class or stratum of the buying public.
Copy. Any manuscript or typewritten matter that is
intended to be put into type.
Coupon. A part of an advertisement or mailing piece
designed to be filled in, detached and mailed to the
advertiser by the recipient.
Coverage. The amount or proportion of circulation a
publication has in a given locality or area.
Dealer Helps. Advertising matter prepared by manufacturers or their advertising agencies and furnished
(or sold ) to dealers handling their products. The
term is also used for electrotypes or stereotype
matrices of advertisements similarly furnished or
sold to dealers.
125
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Display Advertising. Space advertising that is set in a
characteristic type style of its own as distinguished
from classified advertising, "want ads/' and other
advertising that is uniformly set.
Display Matt er. A term applied to lines of large type,
hand lettering, italic matter, logotypes, etc. , as distinguished from text matter.

Double Spread. Two facing pages in a publication, or
an advertisement occupying two facing pages. Properly, the two facing pages in the middle of a signature where the advertisement may run clear across
without regard for the gutter margin.
Dummy. A plan of a booklet or other piece of printed
matter, prepared to show the buyer what the piece
will look like in finished fo rm . Illustrations and text
matter are usually sketched in or indicated. Dum·
mies are also made up to show the stock that will
be used in the fi nished piece. These are known as
"stock dummies."
Follow·up. A letter or piece of printed advertising sent
out on the heels of a preceding piece and designed
to increase the returns from it.
Form Letter. A letter printed by multigraph or letter·
press and mailed out to a list of customers and
prospects as advertising matter. The recipient's
name and address and the saluta tion are often " filled
in" on a typewriter in a style to match the text.
Layout. The graphic plan of an advertisement, loosely
used in general parlance to cover anything from a
rough sketch or ' 1visual'' to a finished ucompre·
hensive layout. '' In this book it refers particularly
to the work ing plan prepared by the designer or
layout man for the guidance of whoever is to put
the advertisement into type.
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Logotype. Usually the name of a product or service,
lettered (or set in type) in a characteristic style so
as to make it readily identifiable. May also apply
to the signature of a concern when si milarly handled.
Mail List. A list of names of customers and prospective
customers to whom direct advertisi ng matter is sent.
Mail-Order House. A concern doing business with its
customers by mail- that is, through letters and advertising pieces.
Mass Advertising. Advertising intended for the gene ral
public as distinguished from "class" advertising intended for a particular group.
Medium (plural, Media). A publication (newspaper,
magazine, ti"ade paper, etc.) in which an advertise·
ment is placed. Used also of different forms of
advertising, as newspaper, magazine, radio, outdoor,
etc.
Motion. ( l ) The apparent movement of an illustration.
( 2) The arrangement of the elements of an advertisement so that the eye is automatically led from
one to the next in the order desired by the advertiser.
National Advertising. Advertising designed to cover the
entire country or the greater part thereof, as distinguished from local advertising.
Optical Center. A point above the mathematical center
of a space which, due to optical illusion, appears to
the eye as the actual center. Also sometimes called
the apparent center.
Prospect. A prospective or potential customer.
Pulling Power. The ability of an advertisement or piece
of direct advertising to p roduce returns in the form
of sales or inquiries.
R everse Plate. An engraving in which the usual arrangement of blacks and whites is reversed, a line
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of type, for example, appearing in white against a
solid black . background.
Rough. A preliminary layout , usually hardly more than
a rough sketch of the general plan.
Self-mailer (Self-mailing Piece). A mailing piece (usually a folder or broadside) so arranged as to require
no envelope. One face of the piece is used for the
address and corner card and the folds are held together by means of a clip or gummed sticker.
Selling Point. A special point or feature of a produc:t
that is stressed in the advertising copy as a reason
for buying.

Service Charge. Charge made by an advertising agency
to a client in cases where no commission is paid on
the advertising or where the commission received is
insufficient to cover the costs of preparation.
Stu!Jer. Trade term for small advertising pieces de·
signed for insertion in an envelope or package.
Testimonial. A letter or statement from a user (or al·
leged user) of a product, extolling its merits.
Thumbnail Layout. A miniature sketch layout, generally
used as a means of working out the fitting together
of the parts of an advertisement.
Trademark. A distinguishing mark or device for a prod·
uct or a service, of which the right of exclusive u;,e
is given by law to the owner.
Trade Paper. A magazine issued in the interests of 3
particular trade or profession.
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HE following list of publications, compri!iing the U. T. A.
Typographic Library, formerly the TYI'OGRAPm C TEcU!<iiCAL
SERIES FOR APPREYTICES, has been prepared unde r the supervision
of the Commillee on Education of the United Typothetae of
America for use in trade classes, in courses of printing instruction,
and by individuals.
Each publication has been compiled by a competent author or
group of authors, and carefully edited, the purpose being to provide the printers of the United States---employers, journeymen,
and apprentices--with a comprehensive series of handy and inrxpensive compendiurils of reliable, up-to -date information upon
the various branches and specialties of the printing craft, all
arranged in orderly fashion for progressive study.
The publications of the series are of uniform size, 5 x 8 inches.
Their general make-up, in typogra phy, illustrations, etc., has
been, as fa r as practicable, kept in harmony throughout. A brief
synopsis of the particular contents and other chief features of each
volume will be found under each title in the following list .
Each topic is treated in a concise manner, the aim being to
embody in each publication as completely as possible all the
rudimentary information and essential facts necessary to an understanding of the subject. Care has been taken to make all statements accurate and clear, with the purpose of bringing essential
information within the understanding of beginners in the different
fields of study. Wherever practicable, simple and well-defmed
drawings and illustratio ns have been used to assist in giving
additional clearness to the test.
In order that the pamphlets may be of the greatest possible
help for use in t rade-school classes and for self-instruction, each
title is accompanied by a list of Review Questions covering essential items of the subject matter. A short Glossary of technical
terms belonging to the subject or department treated is also added
to man y of the books.
These are the Official Text-books of the United Typothetae of
Ame rica.
Address all ordet5 and inquiries to DtPART:\IE:-IT a.· Eo uCATI0:-1 ,
a.· AMt:RE CA, Washington, D. C.. U. S. A.
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PART ! -Types, Tools, Machines, and Materials
l. Type : a Primer of I nformation

.

By A. A . Stewart

Relating to the meclla nic;tl features _of print i n~~; tnll'>; their ~ize>. fun!
schrm es , etc .. ,.· ith a brif'l de!;Cript iOD of thcLr tnanufact u...,. H L'L>. ;
illustrated: H review questio n;; 11!msary.

2. Compositor's Tools and Materials . By A. A. Stewart
A primer of inform;uion about compos in~~: s tick>. ~~:alleys. lead,;, bras5
rul es. cull ing and miteri ng m:u:hi nes, etc . 47 pp.; illustrated ; 50 rev iew
ltu.:stion5 ;gL~ry.

J. Type Cases, Composing Room Furniture
By A. A. Stewart
A pr imer of information about type ca~. work stand~. cabintts, ca3f'
racks, salley racks . stand ing galle)·s. etc. 43 pp .; illustrated: 3J ...,dtw
questions ; l!lihSa r}·.

4. Imposing Tables and Lockup Appliances

By A. A. Stewart
Describi n11 the tools and materials used in locking UL> form; for tl•e
pre~>~~ . inclu ding sot~ mod~rn utilities for ~[>l'(: ial purpo_,.,s.
59 PI> -:
ill ustrat rd ; 70 rel'iew tt ll ~tion~; ~tiossary

5. Proof Prea1es

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

• By A. A. Stewa rt

A primer of information about the customar}" method.. and marhines lot
ta kin11 j>ri nl~l$· proo fs. 40 pp .; illustrate-d; 4 1 rn ie ..· qu Mtion s:
glO«Sary.

6. Platen Printing Presses

• . .

.

By Daniel Baker

A prim er of informa tion regarding the histor).' and mechanical con·
s tru r1iun r>f ]>latenprintin'l"t•res<es.from t beon~:inalhan:lpre:~~; t oth e

modern job pre~s . to whk h is adde-d a chapter o n automatic pre>se:i of
small • in. S L pp. ; illustra te-d ; 49 rev iew question~ ; g\osoary.

7. Cylinder Printing Presses

.

By Herbert L. Baker

.

Bt•inl( ~ Slllfl)' r>f th~ mrchanism and Oj)(' ration nf th~ principal type.~ of
cylinder printiug mach ines. M pp.; ill u~ tratf'<l: 47 ll'View <IUI"Stions ;
giOS!;ary.

*B. Mechanical Feeders and Folders
By \Villiam E. Spurrier
T he hi•IOry and operation of moder n ffidin~ and fold ing machine-;; wi! h
hints on th~ir car~ and adjustment s. l llu>trated: rf'v iew que~tion •:
glossary.

9. Power for Machinery in Printing Houses
By Carl F. Scott
A treatise on the method-; of applying power to printing presse!i and
allied mncl>incry. with t>ar ti cular rtfercnce to elet:trk drh·e. 5J c>p . ;
Hlustratf'd ;69...,vie wques tioM;glossary.

10. Pape r Cutting Machines
trimmer~. hand-le\"er
CUIIfTS. l:'llw~r cullers. anol ot her autonmtic machines for cutting P~l'<'r.
70 pp.; o!l ustratf'd: 11 5 rcdcwquestions; g~ary .

A primer of information about pa per and card

II . Printers' Rollers

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

By A. A. St ewart

A primer of informatt r:>n anom the com]>OS ition. manufacture. and rare
ofinking rolltrs. 46L>i>.: illu •tral ed ;6 1 reviewquestions; glos.>ary.
"lnl'rt parat ion .
](
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12. Printing Inks . . • , , , , , By _Phil ip

Ru ~ t ':Ht

1 1

7;~~· ci~;~\:''~~~-s~~'f':i~~i· s~~;~m~~~~::~t ~~e s~!~~~~;J;) : ;~~~h~~·'!.:~h

..omr. helpful su~Q:~tions about thl" ew•ryday use of printin11: lnks by
l 'hilip RuJton. 80pp.; 100re\'icwqu..stion5; gl~ary.

13. How Paper is Made . By Wil li a m Bond Wheelwrigh t
.'\ prim er of information about the materials and tJroc..s..<es of manufactutin~: [l.lpN for printing and writing. 6S flp.; illu.Hratetl; 61 tl'View
questions; glossary .

• !4. Relief Engravings . .

, . By J oseph P. Donovan

Br il"f history and non-technical de5eription of modern methods of rn·
graving; " ·oodcut, ~inc plate. halftone; kind of copy for rrproduct ion:
things to remrmber when ordering engravings. I llustrat~d : re~iew quutlons: glo;osary.

15. Electrotyping and Stereotyping
By Harri s B. Hatch a nd A. A. Stewart
A primuofinformationahout th e proc~ oftlectrotn>ingandsteren
typing. 94 pp ,; illu strated ; 12 9 ft'\'iew qutstiOn 5; glossary,

PART 11- Hand and Ma chine Composition
16. Typesetting

, . . . . . . . . By A. A. Stewart

:\ handbook for bt-ginnrrs. Ri,·ing information about justifyin l{. ~pa c i ng,
correctin~. and oth~r n1DIIrn
re lating to t rpese!Ling, I llu~ t rated;
..,view QUC!'tion~; gl(l!;...a.ry.

17. Printers' Proofs

• . • . . . . .

By Hugo J ahn

T he method• by "·hich they are m~d~. marked. and corrected. with
o~n·ationson proo freading.
1!1ustratrd; rtview questions; glossary .

18. First Steps in job Composition . By Cam ille DeVece
S Uiitlff~ t ions for the apprrntic~ compOI!.itor in ~\lin~: his first joM.
~~f)l'dally about the important li n le thinl{s which go to make good
di>play in trpos:raphy. 6J pp.; I"Umples; 55 n:•·i~w qu..stions; glo;,sary.

19. General Job Composition

, , . ,

How th e job compo-5 itor handlii'S bu sin es>; ~t11tion~r).. programs and
miscrlla nrou s "·ork. Illustrated; n:''iew quest ion s ; ll105!ary.

20. Book Composition

. . . . . .

By j. W. Bothwell

Chap trn from n.,nnne"s " Modern :\ll"thods of Book Composi tion,"
Tfvi>M and arrail'~ed for th is seri~ of te.~t-books by J. W. Bothwdl of
T he 0..\'inn e f'reg, New York . Part I : Composition of pa~es. !' art
11 : I mposition of pag"'!. 129 pp.; illu strated; 525 review queo; tion~;
~10$..-ary.

21. Tabular Composition • . .
A study of the element ary
more difficult com[JOSition.

22. Applied Arithmetic

form~

. .

By Robert Seaver

of table compos ition. with examples of
J 6 pp.; en n>pl es; 45 re\'itw question~.

. .

, . , ,

By E. E. Sheldon

Elt mentary ;orithmet ic applied to problems of the printin11 trRdf. ca:culation of meterials. paper "·ei;tht s and sizes. with standa rd tables and
rul es for computation, each subject amplified with eu mpl~ and
uercises. 159 pp.
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*23. Typecasting and Composing Machines

~\\E ~:\i:¥r:Y:~~:;ro,:. ·.•.•.•.•. •.•• ':;·[~);~!:J~~
A•

Srct ton IV- Otller T)'J"/eUSttng and

Ty~tting

Machine11

11

f:!~~~~ca~i~~:fnci~~~ty~d ~ra~~~~~"inu~:~~ed~~i;~f£n~q?~~i~;;1
PART lll- l mpositirm nnd Stont'work
24.

~~king Form~

for the J ob P ress, By Frank S. Henry

l htngs th~ apprenttce should know about lock ing up small form s. and
about general work on the •tone. m u ~trated; re"iew question s;
glo.ssa ry .

25. Preparing Forms for the Cylinder Press
By Frank S. H enry
Pamphlet and catalog intpOS.ition ; margin~; fold marks. Nc. M<"t hods
of h~ndling t)'pe form~ and <"lcctrotype form$, l11 u•t rattd ; review
qu esu ons;gi0$_'<11<)',

PART IV- Presswork
*26. Making R eady on Platen Presses . By T. G. McGrew
T heess<"ntialparuof a press and their func tions: distinttl\'e featur~o f
1

~':s~!~. Y u~~la;i:~h~~· o'~~~~;i~;~ ~~~in~n~~~~~~.'e:~~at!~~erthlt~~;

explaintd.

lllus trattd ; ' "' 'iew questions : glossary.

*27. Cylinder Presswork

, .

, .

.

By T. G. McGrew

l'r<'pari ng the prcM: adjuMment of bed and cy lind<"r, form rollers. ink
fountain, gripJM.'l'S. and deli\'l'ry systems. Underlaying an d O\'trlaying;
modern O\'erlay methods. l Uu;;trated; re\' iew questions; glossary.

28. Pressroom Hints and H elps • By Charles L. D unto n

~~~~ft~ ;:~~~m~:~~it:~la~:~h~• a 0 ~·a~i~~~"~,~~\~g.;~~ ~~~~~~

87pp.; 176rc,·iewqu tstion5.

29. Reproductive Processes of the Graphic Arts

By A. W. E lson

'' pr imu of information about the distineti,·e features of the relief. the
inta,~~;lio. and th e plan()j!:raphic proce~~ of printing. 84 pp. : il\us·
trattd:

I OOreviewquest ion;; ;g!~ry .

PART V- Pamphlet and Book Binding
30. P a mphlet Binding

.

.

.

By Bancroft L. Goodwin

A primer of information about the \'arious Ol:>eration~ employed in
binding pamphle ts and other work in the bindery. l llust rattd ; revie w
ques tiOn5;glO$..<aTy.
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Part V-(Continued) -Book Binding
*31. Book Binding • , . . • . • By John J . Pleger
Practical information about the usual ~rations in bind ing books;
folding· gathering. collat in~t , :;ewing, fon.-arding, ftni~h ing. CIISl: making
and c~·i n books. Hand work and machi ne work, J ob and blank·
book binding. Ill ustrated; review qutStions; slossary.

PART VI-Correct Literary Composition
32. Word Study and English Grammar
By F . W. Hamilton
A primer of information about wonh, their relation, and their uses.
68 pp.; 84 re•·iew qU~tions; glOMary.

33. Punctuation • . • • • • • • By F. \.Y. Hamilton

~&ri~r~~~~a:i':;:l~a!~o: ~)~a~~~k~l~~~~ ~~ ~~u;.~twi~~v~~ ~~~~.:::;·

glossary.

34. Capitals

. . . . . . . . .

By F. W. H amilton

A primer of information about capitalization. with rome practical typo.
graph ic hints as to the usc of capit<~ls. 48 pp.; 92 tev iew qul:!! tions;
glossary.

35. Division of Words

. . . . .

By F. W. Hamilton

Rules for the division of .,.-ords at th e ends of line. with remarks on
andtlronunciation. 4Z pp.; 70revie.,.·questions.

~lling, sy llabk<~tion

36. Compound Words

. . . • • By F. \ V. Hamilton

A study of the principles of compounding. the components of cOm·
pounds, and the UO!e of the hyph~ n. 34 PJI.; 62 review questions.

37. Abbreviations and Signs . • .

By F. VV. H amilton

A primer of information .:tbout abbreviation s and s\g ns. with cla.ssified
lists of th~ in most common use. 58 pp.; Jl re•••ew question~.

38. The Uses of Italic • . • • . By F. W. Hamilton

A primer of infom1at ion about the history and uses of ilalic leiter$.
31 pp.; 37 rev iew question5.

39. Proofreading

. . . . . • • • By Arnold Levitas

Th~ technical phases of th e proofreader's work; read ing, marking.
revising. etc.: m~thods of handling proofs .:tnd copy. Illustrated b)·
uamp!es. 59 pp.; 69 r~view question~; gloss.1ry.

40. Preparation of Printer's Copy

• By F. W. H amilton

Suggestionsforauthor.o;,cditors,andaltwhoareengagcdinpreparing
copy for the composing room. 36 pp.; 67 re•·iew questions.

41. Printers ' Manual of Style • • By F. 'W. Hamilton
A

reference compilation of approvtd rul~s. usages. and s~~ggestioM
abbre•·iations,

~e~~~~:ls t~nduT.f~d:J>'reait"ur~u~fct;:;'~~iti~~italization ,
42. The Printer's Dictionary . . . • .

By Hugo J ahn

A handbook of definition~ and misceltan~u~ information about various
proces.'!eS of printing, <~lpha.betically .:trranged. Tet:bnical te.-ms ex·
plained. l tlu$trak-d .
•J n Preparntion
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PART Vli - Des;gn, Color, and Lettering
43. Applied Design

f !J~

Printers

By J.:Iarry L. Gage

. .

A handbook of the prin c>ple> of arrangement. with br>d comment on tht

~~· ~(a~~~r~~~~~~~a~·:d_n;~\hi;;,~u~~~~~n~~~~n~~trJr:~:i ,~,;~~:-

ornament. esthetic and symbohc.
glo;;sa ry;bibli()!l:rapby.

37 ilhutrauons; 46 re•·ie\\·

qu~tions;

*44. Elem ents of Typographic D esign . By H arry L. Gage
Applicat ion.< of the prindples of d~orati•·e design. Building material
of typOl(Tapby: paper. types. ink. decorations and illustrations. H~n
dling of ~bapes. Desia:n of com plete bool.:. trnt .ing each part. Des•gn
of commercial form s ~nd sing le units. lllustral!ons; re•·iew ques tions
glossary; bibliography.

*45. Rudiments of Color in Printing

.

By Harry L. Gage

U,;e of color: for decoration of hlad: and white. !01" broad po; ter o>ffect.
in combinations of two , three, or more printings with proce!>llo>ogra.-ing5.
Scientific nature of color, physical and chemical. Terms in which color
may be discussed: hue . .-alue. intensity. Diagrams in color, scale and
combinations. Color theory of proce.i!! engravin!/.". Ext~eriments with
color. Illustrations in full color. a.nd on •·arious p3ojler5. Review ques·
lion.~; glossary; bibliography.

*46. Lettering in Typography
J'rintcr"s

U S<:

• .

.

By Harry L. Gage

of lcllcring: adaptabilit}' and decorative effect.

D...-doi)-

~Ii~~!i~;h:K~~1- il~i~!ff~}g~:~~~7!.tl;~~::.5 ~t~!~~~n ~!}~~~~~~~e~
47. Typographic Design in Advertising
By L aurance B. Siegfried

!4!~{;~~ ~~:~~~if:!~~~~ol=~~~il!~!~:~t;1~~t
:;F.al~*~:~r=/~o~D~i~i~~i~:J~
container. forms of dire<:! ad •·ertising. Position ad.-.. rtis,·erti~in~:~· tl>e
in~~:~arcards ...·indowandcounterdisplays,

posters.

Illustrations:

revicwquestion 5;glossar}·; bihliography.

*48. Making Dummies and Layouts

.

By Harry L. Gage

A layout: the arcll itectural plan.

A dummy: the imitation of a proposed
final eff~t. Use of dumlll}" in sal~ work. Use of layout. Fun ction of
layout man. Binding Khemes for dummies. Dummy envelop•!. llluslrations; review questions ; glossary; bibliography.

PART V IH- H;story of Printing
49. Books Before T y pography

.

.

By F. \V. Hamilton

A primer of information about the invention of the alphabet and th e
hi story of bookmaking up to the in•·ention of mo•·able type s. 6Z pp.;
illustrated; 64 revie,.·questions.

50. The Invention of Typography

.

By F. \V. Hamilton

A brie f sketch of th~ in•·ention of printing and how it came
pp.: 61 rc••iew qm:M ion;;.

51. History of Printing-Part I

.

ab~ut.

6~

.B y F . \V. Hamilton

A primer of information about the be~~:innin~s of printing. the development of the boolt. the de•·elopment of printers' material!, and the 1\"0rk
of the great pioneers. 63 ]lp.; SS re,·i .. w qu~tion! .

"I n !'reparation.
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Part VIII-(Continued)-History of Printin g

52. History of Printing-Part II

.

By F. W. Hamilton

A brief !J.-.etch of the reonomic conditions of tbe printing industry from
HSO to 17119, in<;luding government regula tions, Cf!nstm!h ip, int\"11\al
conditions, and indu~t rial rel atiOn$. 94 pp. ; 118 rtview questions.

53. Printing in England . .

. . By F. W. H a milton

A short history of printing in England frnm Caxton to the
89 pp.; 65 review qucstiQM.

54. Printing in America
A brief sket<.:h of the
publishers who ha ,·e
r,.vicwques llons .

. . . .

pr~nt

tim e.

By F. \V. Hamilton

devel~ ment of the n e wspape~, and
eot~e<.:•ally contributed to prmting.

55. Type and Presses in America .

w me not es on
98 pp.; 8~

By F. \V. Hamilton

A brief historiclll sketch of the development of type casting and press
building in the United States. SZ pp.: 61 review qu estion s.

PART IX-Cost Findin g and Accounting
•56. Elements of Cost in Printing .

By Henry P. Porter

The Sta ndard Cost- 1-"ind in~ Form~ and th~ir u5t$.
show. H ow t o utilize the informati<>n the)" gh·e.
Glossary.

•57. Use of a Cost System

. . . .

Th e Sta ndard CO!lt-Finding Forms and their ll5t$.
sho"·· How to ut ilize th e information they give.
Glossa ry.

•ss. The

Printer as a Merchant . .

What th ey should
R eview question s .

By H en ry P. Porter
What they should
R ev iew qu estions.

By H e nry P. Porter

The Sl' lection and purchase of mate ri als an<\ su ~plies for prinllnJI. The
relat ion of th e CQ!!t of raw material and the se lhng price of the f1nishrd
product. Revi ew quu tions. Gl ~<.'l.ry .

• 59. Fundamental Principles of Estimating
By H enry P. P orte r
T he Hli mator and his work : forms to use; general rules for e,;tima ting.
Revie..- qu~t ions. Glos>a ry.

•60. Estimating and Selling . . .

By H enry P. Porter

An in sight into th e method> u.sffi in maki ng estimates. and th eir rel ation to ,.,., ning. Revi ew qu estions. Glossa ry.

•6 t. Accounting for Printers

. . .

By H enry P. P orter

A brief ou tline of an accounting sy~tem for print~rs: nreessary books
and acce.wry records. Re,·ie..- qu estions. Gl~ ry.

PART X - Mis ccllaneous
•62. Health, Sanitation, and Safety .

By H e nry P. Porter

Hy11iene in the printing trade: a study of conditions old and new: pradi·
cal ~ uggestions for intpro,·cment ; protecti,·e appliancu and rules for
>afety.

•63. Topical Index .

. . . . . .

By F. VI. Hamilton

A hook of reference co,·ering the topia; trl'ated in the T ypographic
T ec hnical Series. alphabetically arranged.

•64. Courses of Study
A guidebook for teachus
and sh<>p work.
•Jn l'reparat ion.

, . . . .

By F. W. Hamiltou

with outlin es and suggest ions for classroom

VII
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For Engravings
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